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U of I BlaCk Chorus brings
Its own brand of gOspel.
Section B

Fee distribution
under discussion
By CATIE BURKE
Staff writer

MARI OGAWA/Photo editor

Christy, a senior social science major, prepares to throw a stick for his dog, Scheeba, to retrieve
afternoon in the South Quad.

ultural day to feature choir
honor of Black History
nth, 200 members of the
ity of Illinois Black Choir
be performing at the "Taste of
ck Culture," at 7:30 p.m.
y in Dvorak Concert Hall.
e evening's activities will
de a display of several artistic
. "Taste of Black Culture"
begin with a private reception
S p.m., followed by an invitay ethnic dinner.
"The dinner hopes to bring
ether leadership groups that
facilitate minority understandin Charleston," said Stephen
, Eastern's vice president for
"tutional advancement.
On Friday, from 1-9:30 p.m.
k artwork exhibits will be on
· play in the lobby of the Fine
s Music Hall. Exhibits will
lude the T. Roberta BeU Doll
llection, which consists of 26
ures of people in Black History
ging from Harold Washington
t;> the first Black jockey to win the
enrucky Derby.
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UNITY:
set
'why un't we d

iloogr

Black History Month
In addition, the 1993 ethnic
fashions from JCPenny's new catalog geared toward A froAmerican women will be modeled
in the Dvorak lobby. Approximately 50-100 copies of this
catalog will be available, said
Johnena Jones, director of minority affairs.

The U of I Black Choir will
wrap-up the day of black art and
ethnic food. They will be singing
gospel music in the Dvorak
Concert Hall Auditorium.
Admission is $5 for the general
public, $3 for senior citizens. and
$2 for students with an Eastern
ID.

Taste of Black Culture is sponsored by the Charleston Chamber
of Commerce, Minority Affairs
office, Ahtmni Association, The
Institutional Advancement at
Eastern and Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
Inc.
Jones said the sponsors of the
Taste of Black Culture are hoping
to give people attending I.he activities a sample of black culture as
well as to help make people familiar with what the black culture is
all about; through food, artwork
and music.
Falk said events such as the
Taste of Black Culture are important events all students should
take advantage of.
" It began as a concern of minority students that they weren't welcome," Falk said, "they were
invited to auend Eastern, then
once they got here they did not
feel welcome."
One change Jones said she
hopes to sec occur in future events
is that the dinner, which includes a
variety of ethnic foods for people
to choose from. be open to the the
general public.

Though officials are hopeful
recommended student fees will
restore past budget cuts, they are
not sure how Eastern 's administration will put the new money to
use.
The possible student fee
increases, recommended by the
Council on Uojversity Planning
Budget, might raise funding for
needy areas such as Booth Library, Computer Services and the
Student Health Service, said Kim
Furumo, Eastern 's Planning
Services director.
The council recommended a
$60 per year student fee
increase, $10 of which would go
toward the library, $10 toward
Computer Services and $40 of
which would go toward Health
Services. If approved, the fee
increase would translate into a
$100,000 funding increase for
the library and Computer
Services and a $400,000 increase
for the Health Service.
Last year the library received
a 16 percent book budget cut,
which was a cut of $151,000,
according to the Fiscal Year
1993
Beginning
Budget
Summary book compiled by
Furumo and Marlyn Finley.
"The library needed funding
before last year's cuts," Furumo
said. "We hope to restore library
funding for next year, but it
depends on appropriation."
Furomo said even if the
library received a steady funding
increase, other costs the Hbrary
endures would continue to rise.

"Periodicals go up in price
every
year,"
she
said.
"Publishers of periodicals charge
very high rates to institutions."
Allen Lanham, dean of library
services said, "I don't know how
much the fees will be so it is premature for me to suggest ways
we would use the money.
"Several programs are underfunded for the services we'd like
to provide."
Lanham stressed his reluctance to mention specific programs until he is sure of the
amount of funding the library
will receive.
Lanham said the budget for
last year was $910,000. It
decreased to $770,000 this year,
!he said.
"Included in that budget are
periodicals, videos, books and
sound recordings," Lanham said.
"You name it, it's bought out of
that same fund."
Lanham said the library
would receive these funds on an
ongoing basis, and different
areas of the library will need
funding at different times.
"You can be sure the library is
pleased that this is under consideration," he said. "The student
fees are a step in the right direction and we wHl make a careful
judgement when the time
comes."
Computer Services, another
area the council recommended
additional funding from the fee
increases, needs financial help,
mostly in the computer lab areas,
said David Henard, associate
vice president of Computer
" Continued on page 2A

Weaver says House
stalling his BOG bill
By DAVID M. PUTNEY
Administration editor

Two key education committees
in the General Assembly will be
examining refonn of higher education administration, a move state
Rep. Mike Weaver says is actually
intended to stall his bill to eliminate the Board of Governors.
The Illinois House passed a reso I u ti on Thursday to have the
House Higher Education Committee and the House Higher
Education Appropriations Committee to hold joint hearings about
higlner education administration,
said Steve Brown, spokesman for
House Speaker Mike Madigan, DChicago.
Weaver, R-Ashmore, said the
joint hearings will not consider his
BOG elimination bill which would
be considered by the Higher
Education Committee.
"The committee bas no plans."

he said. "It would be one thing if
they had a bill to debate, but I
think they are just going to drag

their feet.
"It takes the decision making
process away from lhe higher education comminee."
Bills will have to be out of committee by March to see floor
action in the General Assembly, so
the Higher Education Committee
has to hear testimony on the BOG
bill soon, Weaver said. Hearings
could have started as early as this
week if the resolution had mot
passed, he added.
Weaver's bilJ calls for the elimination of the BOG, which oversees Eastern, Western, Northeastern, Governor's State and
Chicago State universities, and the
Board of Regents. which oversees
Illinois State. Northern lllinois and
Sangamon State universities.
• Comi11ued on page 2A
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Clinton's economic plan Songbirds topic of lectu
falls well short of its goal
By GAIL VALKER

··why Are Our Migratory Songbirds
Vanishing?" the second event in the 41 st
annual public lecture series sponsored by
the American Association of University
Professors and the Office of the
President, will be presented Sunday at 2
p.m. in the Booth Library Lecture Room.
A small reception will follow the lecture and both are open to the public and
free of charge.
Eric Bollinger, assistant professor in
the zoology department, will speak on the
growing concern for migratory songbirds
that breed in this area.
Bollinger, who is currently studying
the reproductive success of songbirds in
the wood lots adjacent to Lake
Shelbyville, will stress conservation of

locaJ wood lots in an effort to save
tory songbirds.
He will focus on species of son
which breed near here and then mi
Central and South America during
winter.
''This group of birds has decli
population by 25 - 40 percent due to
tors both here and in their winter
tats," Bollinger said.
The destruction of tropical rain i
is also a major problem.
"Large areas are being cut each
and the rate seems to be accelera ·
Bollinger said. "It's a difficult task.
cut forests down in the 1800s and 1
years later the same thing is happe ·
the tropics."
Forest fragmentation in this area
many species breed is also to blame
the population decline, Bollinger said.

He said the budget for Computer
Services is complex - specifically for labs.
"We have purchased equipment with
what we have had in our budget over the
past 13 years," he said. "Some of the
equipment is 11 to 12 ye~ old and we've
done more in good years and less in bad
years. Lately we haven't had much funding
at aJJ.··

Furumo said the council proposed a $5
per semester computer usage fee for students.
"There are three different ways to charge
students for using the computer labs.'' she
said. "One. you can charge an overall fee
when students register. In other words.
charge all students a flat fee.
··You can also charge on a per-course

basis. For instance if students take c
that require a lot of computer work.
be charged accordingly.
"Another way is to charge students
they go in to use the labs." Furumo
"But that would be much more difficult
regulate because we'd have to hire st
to come in and collect money from
dents as they use the computers."

sponsored by Madigan, is not a shot at
Weaver. but "the logical next step in the process."
"We want to look at the whole subject of
higher education." Brown said. "Is there any
benefit to making those changes. A lot of
people feel Mike Weaver is not motivated by
higher education refonn alone."

Brown said since the Higher Education
Committee deals with policy, and the Higher
Education Appropriations Committee deals
with money, the two should look into the
matter.
Weaver. who sits on both committees. said
the panels have no plans when they will
begin hearing testimony for. whether they

will consider any bills or who they y,iJl
from.
The vote an the House split straight
party Jines, with the majority of Dem
siding with Madigan, Weaver said. Wea
said Madigan intends to use his power to
the BOG bill as a bargaining chip with
governor or House Republicans.

Staff writer

in 1997.
The president was asked about the discrepancy as he boarded a helicopter today,
and said, "Call Panetta. That's his department" White House Budget Director Leon
Panetta acknowledged the accuracy of the
$325 billion four-year deficit reduction
total and noted that the president had never
claimed he was achieving the higher deficit
reduction goal but only that he would
achieve his aim of reducing the deficit by
$ 140 billion in 1997.
Panetta said that Clinton's plan did reach
that goal.
'This plan in no way falls short of our
goal at all," Panetta said

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Clinton's economic plan. described
Wednesday as achieving $493 billion in
deficit reduction over four years, falls well
short of that, based on new figures released
today by the White House.
The new documents show that actual
deficit reductions over four years will
amount to a smaller $325 billion after tal<ing account of Clinton's new investment
program - a combination of tax reductions
and spending increases.
Administration officials said there was
no intent to mislead the public and emphasiz.ed the new figures do not alter Clinton's
pledge to shrink the deficit by $140 billion

Fee distribution
" From page IA
Services and Telecommunications.
"We have not made any specific plans at
this time," Henard said. "I hope to focus on
improvement of the computer labs we have
now by adding new computers to them and
upgrading the current computers."

Weaver
• From page I A
The two boards would be replaced with local
boards at each university.
In addition. Gov. Jim Edgar called for the
dissolution of the two boards in his State of
the State Address on Jan. 11 .
Brown said the resolution, which was
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Candidate for Mayor
Doug Hicks is a community minded person with a
background in business and well-versed at dealing with all
types of people.
He can see solution to most of the problems facing
Charleston and Eastern, and he knows how to work with
the good people we already have on board to resolve
them.
He is employed by Eastern as a building service
worker and has degrees in Radio Broadcasting, Business
Management and Personal Management.
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ecycling program moving onto campus
ess Eastem's recyclable

s will be relocated to the
·

of the Physical Plant's
storage building in late

"versity policy requires the
a warehouse to store the
materials. The current
ouse is owned by The
·on, which is an organithat receives and manages
for the university commuFoundation is planning to
e warehouse up for sale
the new storage area locatr the Physical Plant is
eted. Funds from the sale
be used for student scholarat Eastem.
obtained the Mattoon-

based warehouse when the previous storage facility was closed
because of structural problems,
said Stephen Falk, vice president
for institutional advancement.
Collected paper materials are
processed in the warehouse by
students with disabilities from
the Armstrong Center Unit
School District No. 2. The Armstrong Center teaches and trains
these students in job-like situations to prepare them for the
future.
However, acting Physical Plant
director Carol Strode said the
Armstrong students who work at
the recycling warehouse will be
unable to work at the new warehouse because of transportation
problems.
Paper products are bailed and
stored in the Mattoon warehouse
and then sold to the highest bidder. Products colJected from

Eastern have been sold to manufacturers in Indiana and Arkansas.
Gary Hanebrink, superintendent of the Physical Plant, said
funds raised from the sales are
deposited into a local account by
the Eastern business office and
put directly back into the recycling program.
The recycling committee put
together by Charles Colbert, vice
president for business affairs, is
made up of staff members, faculty and students.
"The recycling committee is

concerned with the recycling of
paper and cardboard products on
campus," said Gary Hanebrink,
superintendent of the Physical
Plant.
Hanebrink said that recycling
of cans was left to other campus
groups that have already set up
their programs. Their methods
were examined by the recycling
committee for help in organizing
a new activity.
Eastern has already begun buying paper products made from its
own recycled paper.
The university disposes 1,400
tons of wasted material per year,
but because of the recycling program, I0 percent of that material
is now being put back into circulation, Hanebrink said.
In addition, Hanebrink added
the major focus of the program is
the collection of office paper,
which is collected from 40 per-

cent of the campus.
Tree sales were introduced into
the program last year. Dead trees
from campus are cut into fire
wood and sold. The profits go
toward the planting of new trees.
If the recycling program is
expanded, Hanebrink said it
could include collecting and processing cardboard from the food
service centers.
At Wednesday night's Student
Senate meeting, members
approved a new recycling committee designed to work with
other student organizations who
are concerned with the environment and want to take an active
part in recycling.
"We are going to look for
effective solutions and programs
that we can implement this
semester and make a difference
on campus," said Luke Neumann,
speaker of senate.

Water, street repairs top
local candidates' agendas
By TONY PEREZ
Staff writer
Nine candidates will compete in
Tuesday's municipal primary election to fill the four commissioner
seats available on the Charleston
City Council.
After Tuesday, only one of the
candidates will be voted out of the
race, leaving the rest to vie for the
posts in the April general election.
Most candidates agree one of
Charleston's most pressing
demands is improvement in the
quality and availability of water
service. Others cite continued repair
and construction of city sidewalks
and roadways.
All of the candidates want to
spur growth. They list creating a
better environment for start-up
businesses and establishing more
services for residents.
Tue construction of more water
lines to draw business in the
Charleston area is the prime issue
for many of the candidates.
Another common interest candidates expressed was keeping the
bar entry age at 19 and continuing
efforts to crack down on underage
drinking.
The four commissioner candidates are Gene Scholes, Thomas
Michael, Maurice W. Manbeck,
Brian E. Myerscough, Annette J.
Lynch and Greg Stewart.

Incumbent commissioners John run for the commissioner position
D. Winnett, Bruce R. Scism and again after a making a failed bid
Jim Dunn are running for re-elec- four years ago.
"There are a lot of issues from
tion.
Winnett, finance commissioner. the last race that still need to be
bas served four terms and remains taken care of," said Myerscough.
"Sidewalks need to be fixed and
interested in improving the quality
put in some areas, sewer lines out
of Charleston's drinking water.
Winnen has been a Charleston west could be installed. because
resident for 56 years, and owns a that area is prime for the development of warehouse or distribution
plumbing and insulation business.
"We have a water supply prob- businesses," he said.
Greg Stewart, a Charleston
lem that needs to be improved and
the quality of our water needs native, puts community involvement and the creation of a recreimprovement also," Wmnett said.
Scism has served two terms as ation center for all Charleston resicommissioner and would also like dents as strong issues of interest in
to see the improvement of water his campaign.
Candidate Annette J. Lynch's
service and the completion of the
main focus is to develop activities
city's water tower system.
"Construction of water lines that that would reduce teenage drinking.
She also would like to see the
lead out of town are needed for
businesses that need to be built in increase of visitors to boost sales
for local businesses.
Charleston," Scism said.
Another candidate, Maurice W.
Dunn, streets commissioner, has
served one term and his goals to Manbeck, supports improvements
improve Charleston include of Charleston's streets and sideinstalling more stoplights and street walks and building a new water stalights in areas where they are need- tion.
Candidate Gene Scholes plans on
ed.
Dunn has been a resident of improving the water conditions of
Charleston for 25 years. Through- Charleston and developing a comout that time, he bas owned and munity center.
"Charleston needs a fairly welloperated the local Amaco service
defined, long-range plan for its
station.
Brian Myerscough, another growth," Scholes said.
Candidate Thomas Michael was
Charleston resident and a Lake
Land College graduate, returned to not available for comment.

Lanman touts mayoral experience
Editors note: This is the third in a five-part series
of articles on mayoral candidates listed on the ballot for Tuesday's municipal primary election.
By SUSAN KIEL
Staff writer

Goodwin, a freshman physical education major, hides from the
Id by playing pool Thursday afternoon in Stevenson Hall. On
sday the temperature dropped to a low of 13 degrees as severe
weather drove many students indoors. Friday's temperatures are
cted to be slightly warmer with a high in the low 20s.

After almost three decades in local politics,
Charleston Mayor Wayne Lanman is running again
for the mayoral seat in the April municipal elections.
Lanman cites his many years of experience as his
greatest qualification for the position.
"I was a commissioner for 24 years and mayor for
four years after that. I learned a lot by being a commissioner for all those years," be said.
Lanman said the knowledge of the City Council
as well as Charleston that he has obtained in the past
28 years is a merit other candidates could not compensate for.
"It's tough to step into this position if you've had
no experience and you don't know the city," he said.
"I can't walk through the square without people
stoping me and giving me their opinion about the
city, but that's just part of the job."
Aside from enjoying his council experience,
Lanman said be wanted to retain the position of
mayor to continue work he started in his first term.

"We (The city council) have had quite a few
accomplishments, and there are quite a few things
I'd like to continue," he said.
One of the projects Lanman said is important to
the city and would like to continue is sidewalk and
road construction.
"It has been said for years that we need more
sidewalks," he said. "In the budget. it states the city
will do the work if the resident wants to buy the
concrete. We started working on it, and I think
roughly we've done close to two miles (of sidewalks)."
Lanman is also proud of the road construction
completed during his first term as mayor. He pointed
to new routes Edgar Drive and Roosevelt Avenue as
examples.
"We've done a lot of work, and I hope the people
appreciate that," Lanman said.
Lanman was also proud to point out the strides
the council took to rectify the city budget.
"We inherited a budget that was in the red, and
now it bas been in the black for the last three years,"
he said. "That's quite an accomplishment. I'd like to
keep it in the black for the next few years. We've
just got to live within our means."
"We've worked hard in saving the city tax
money." he added.

o!~~ Eastern News
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page

Clinton's plan
fits the bill
for the nation
President Clinton's economic plan was
bold, tough for many people to take and,
above all, the right thing to do.
Combining a mix of $253 billion in
spending cuts and $246 billion in taxes,
Clinton is attempting to re-invest in the
nation in hopes of speeding up a slow-moving economic frontier.
Clinton's plan lambastes the richest 1.2
percent of the nation's individual taxpayers.
People making $200,000 a year will pay
approximately $5,800 more in taxes.
In comparison, people
making $80,000 will pay
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ $560 more and people

Editorial

making $40,000 will pay
$200 more.
The plan also calls for a gas tax increase
of 7.5 cents a gallon by July 1996, as well as
a permanent 2.5 cents per gallon tax that
will expire in 1995. Taxpayers will also see
an increase on their electric bill - with the
average bill of $67 by $2.25.
It is the type of economic plan this country needs. In his address, Clinton said his
plan will cut $140 billion from the deficit.
He added that without any real action the
deficit would grow to $635 billion a year
and national debt would consume 80 percent of our gross domestic product.
Republican leaders were quick to criticize
the plan and warned it would hurt the country's current economic recovery. Their
actions were expected, disappointing and
showed little desire to work with the new
administration.
Clinton's plan is far from a cure all proposal to pull the nation out of debt. Even in
the president's better scenarios, the deficit
will still be more than $200 billion by 1997
and continue to increase unless health care
costs are capped.
This plan will not hurt much of the middle
class. The tax increases are small and while they are not pleasurable - they are
livable. Even though the ration of cuts to
increases was not at the $2:$1 ratio recommend by Budget Director Leon Pannetta,
Clinton's economic plan is best for the
entire nation.
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Being an avid, check that,
from the University of Illinois to our Rec Center.
It was a stirring Msisterly love,. tale of how this
rabid reader of The Dclily Eastern
lty was ·deserving of a Big I 0 school" and how
News, I have noticed an interesting trend over the past few days.
U of I had this type of facility the author's
"would spend most of her time there."
The trend has nothing to do
What exactly does "deserving of a Big 10
with the paper's random misspellings. vanishing headlines or
mean?
Would that be something perhaps like a 87
one of its columnists calling the
cent job placement rate?
President of the United States an
"Idiot." This trend does, howevPerhaps something llke departmental edu
er, deal with that campus cornerfacilities that would make Carl Sagan weep o~
s tone of higher !earning, the
Or would It be something like attracting s
Student Recreation Center.
Winders
and faculty for beneficial scientific research
Nothing provides for the furgrams?
I don't necessarily believe that ·deserving of a
ther mental growth and future job competitiveness of
the student population more than a health and fitness J 0 school" means the search for and attain
center complete wlth big screen TV, spandex-glazed
the ·perfect hard body" and the ability to wallt
asses, a Juice bar, and, soon to be arriving In summer stairs that don't go anywhere.
1994, a GNC health food and powered drink outlet.
At what point did this university suddenly
We faithful readers of this publication, have seen that debate Isn't warranted on upgrading aging
these pages filled with everything from pro Rec tlflc equipment or augmenting a depleted II
Center artldes to con Rec Center artldes, from letters material selection. But debate is warranted on
to the editor concerning the Rec Center to cartoons cerns over funding for students• arm sli.e and
about the Rec Center. Essentially The News has been thickness?
It is safe to say that, given a choice In
one big promotional campaign for the most useless
facility In higher education (finishing just slightly based simply on priorities, the only people
ahead of the Student Activities Office In the "waste of would choose Eastern as their institution for ad\I
concrete and steel" spectrum).
ment would be your future Mr. and Miss 0
Everyone realizes that once the "real world" comes candidates.
knocking at each of our respective doors, It Is the
An Interesting Idea for a university plan of
Individual with a firm ass, tight thighs and weil- on this matter would be to table building a
defined chest region that gets the )ob over more tal- body for this university and concentrate on bulldiJW
ented, experienced students who cared more about better mind.
Perhaps I place too much faith in the Big JO
the level of their GPAs than their ability to bench
press weight equivalent to that of a 1977 Ford pick- tern. Or Is It that I just expect too much out
up.
Eastern's opinion and idea of "higher education."
One such waste of space and time appeared In a
.stimulating letter to the editor In Thursday's News. A
- f.A. Winders Is features editor and a re
young lady recanted the tale of a visit by her sister columnist for The Daily Eastern News.

J.A.

Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1993
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Rec Center builds a better;oo mark

We must do this together.
President ainton
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Your turn •••

Brother Dan
responds
to column
Dear editor,
I'm responding to the article
"Brother Dan knows half the plan"
printed Feb. t 5. J • I was hurt about
this, but said, ·God another hurts
because of misinformation, comfort
and encourage them," then I
prayed, ·Lord people hurt because
of this untruth, deliver them." 2.
I'm not for entertainment. 30,000
new cases of VD everyday draining
health Insurance Is serious like all
other Issues. 3. I do not cure homosexuals. The men are 30 times
more likely to get Hepltltus 8 than
others. 4. I tell stories that end In
freedom through Jesus: Lois E.schevera, Barry Taylor, Bro Dan story,
The Serum, etc .... 5. Story of a
whore also, but never directly calling a certain girt a whore unless she
blatantly propositions me In front
of a crowd. 6. Never use the word
"slut" when preaching. 7. Did call a

few "fornicators" but only after they
specifically admitted to me that
they were. 8. Never omit God's
love singing many songs about It
and saying many rhymes. ·Reject
selfishness receive Christ and God
will give you new life." I also quote
many scriptures about love: John,
4: 13, t 4; 2nd Peter 3:9 etc. ... 9. This
attack against true preachers Is
common. Did you know the home
church of Jesus tried to murder
him? Luke 4: t 6-29. Christ said
many falsehoods would be said
against disciples-Matt. 5: 1 J . The
Bible: Matt. thru to Acts points out
all kinds of such attacks. t t. Some
today think they can receive Chrtst
without repenting-Jude t :4 J 2.
Repentance Is sorrow for sin and a
commitment to reject selfishness
living to please God first. After that
commitment, asking Jesus In your
heart empowers you wlth so much
love you gladly long to keep this
commitment. 13. The Bible says
that the gospel points out speclfk
sins, but only as a means to show
people they need Christ -1st
Timothy 1:9-1 t. 14. Mocking and
heckling wtll continue against me,
but praise God, "I'm on a journey
wlth my Lord and I'm gonna enjoy

his presence every step of the
way," Psalm 23:1-6. Every hardship
and battle will turn Into a great vie·
tory. 15. Apostle Peter preached.
·Repent ... be converted that your
ins may be blotted out, so
that ... refreshlng may come from
the Lord, that He may send
Jesus ...every soul who will not hear
that prophet will be destroyed."
Acts 3: 19. 20, 23. I'm speaking the
truth and not being afraid, Mlf you
reject God's great love, you'll lncw
his great wrath," 2nd Thessalonlans
t :7-9. "We preach warning every
man," a direct quote from Apostle
Paul, Colosslans 1:28.
Brother D&n .......

Guest column policy
The Dally Eastern News
encourages readers to submit
guest columns concerning any
topic or Issue that may be relevant
to our readership.
Columns should be restricted to
less than three typewritten doublespaced pages.
Guest columns normally appear
every Thursday and will be published at the discretion of the edit
page editor and the editor in chief.
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ups vie for union space
the table for making
available to a select

said that before money is
die Union Board, wants
111re there is set criteria to
what organizations
the new offices.
t fees that pay for the
services would cover the
construction. Currently,

students pay $48 for union fees.
The Black Student Union and the
Black Greek Council share one of
three offices used by student organizations. Another office is shared
between the Inter-Fraternity
Council and the Panhellenic Council, while Student Government and
the University Board share the
remaining space.
Gossett and the Union Board
have a growing concern about the
amount of space available for organizations wanting to hold meetings
in the union. Gossett said there are
roughly 180 different recognized
organizations.
"We know the modules would
cost at least $50,000 to put in the
Student Activities office," Gossett
said.
Gossen said the main concern of
the Union Board is to determine
which organizations will use the
cubicles and what criteria would
figure into that decision.
"My main concern would be stability," Gossett said...I do not want
to give out office space to an organization that would not be here to

stay."
Although there have been
requests for office space, Gossett
said she isn't convinced these
requests are necessary.
Once the budget for the Union
Board is approved, Gossett said she
expects to bring the concern for
space Lo the President's Council.
The earliest construction could
begin on the project is JuJy I.
Organizational stability is one
area that Gossett said has been successful with student groups. Each
has an adviser who is responsible
for overseeing the group and its
activities. If an office is created for
an organization, Gossett said she
fears that ..stability" couJd be lo:;t if
its members begin to operate independent of that adviser.
"We may just stay with what we
have," she said. "I'll bring this to
the vice president of student affairs'
(Lou Hencken) attention that we
cannot provide office space for
only four or five organizations
without setting criteria to follow.
How we'll determine that criteria, I
don't know at this point"

ed for blood donations increase
Cline said the region is depending on Eastern to
make up the difference.
·
..Not getting the units we need could jeopardize
week's winter storm has increased the our ability to supply blood products to the 125 hosfor blood donations next week at the pitals we serve," Cline said.
Red Cross' annual spring blood drive
The drive will be held from I -7 p.m. Monday
at l p.m. ~onday in the Grand Ballroom of and 11 a.m.-5 p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday and
· Luther King Jr. University Union.
then move to the basement of Lawson Hall from 2American Red Cross target goal for the 8 p.m. Thursday and 11 a.m.-3 p.m. Friday.
drive is 1.450 pints. which breaks down to
During the Persian Gulf War in 1991. the spring
ts a day. The fall drive collected 1,458 blood drive brought in 1.643 productive units of
t short of its 1.500 pint goal.
blood. The campus meningitis scare in the spring
need for blood couldn't be any greater." of 1992 resulted in low donor numbers. collecting
ve Cline, blood services consultant for the only 1.127 units.
Red Cross.
Cline is asking for all organizations - Greek,
Missouri-lllinois blood region was unable to athletic, academic and social - to participate.
goal of around 990 units of blood Tuesday
The drive is sponsored by the Chancellor Inn.
ves were canceled because of bad weather. the Sunshine Dinner Theater. Fat Albert's, East
·d.
Central Illinois Limousine Agency and Domino's
Joss is equivalent to a full day's supply for Pizza.
hospitals the region serves.

THE MEN OF
ELTA TAU DELTA
WOULD LIKE TO
ONGRATULATE THEIR NEW
SPRING PLEDGE CLASS OF

Joker's
FRI. & SAT. NITES

$JOO
Longnecks

Scott Gross
Chris Daniel
Scott Howard
Blake Williams
Scott Schaffenacker
Brian Hayes
Justin Pohlman
Jason Langford
Dave Manning
Dave Semersky
Kevin Welsh
Mark Regan
Jason Mallidas
John Bagel

TASTE
LASS• PRIDE

University
Theatre

9 MONTH LEASE
RATES AS LOW AS

presents

$160 PER PERSON
CALL 345-6000

THE BOYS
INTHE
BAND
(For Mature Audiences Only)

LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE APARTMENTS
ACROSS FROM CARMAN HALL

8 p.m. Feb 19 -20
2 p.m. Feb 21

~·-

on the mainstage

Doudna fine

Lelnenkugel
DOUBLES
DART TOURNEY
s75 t st PRIZE

Adults $6
Senior Citizens $5
Children $5
EIU Students $3

SATURDAY 3PM
ALL ENTRANTS

Call (217) 581-3110
for Reservations
from 1-5 Mon. - Fri.

Arts Center

WIN PRIZES!

0 0

0

0

0

0 0

JERRY'S

PUB

WEEKEND
SPECIALS
FRIDAY-$1.25 MILLER
BOTTLES
T-SHIRT GIVEAWAYS
6PMTOCLOSE
SATURDAY-75¢ BUD DRAFTS
SUNDAY-75¢ BUD DRAFfS
& FREE MUNCHIES
$7.00 LARGE SINGLE
INGREDIENT PIZZA
(DINE IN ONLY)

No Cover

1993

MEGA PLEDGE CLASS

WE HAVE APARTMENTS
WITH PATIOS & BALCONIES

this weekend at

~CAMPU.a rt y 's
Friday: Italian Beef w/Mozzarella & Fries $3 49
$3 Pitchers (Lite & MGD)
4 o'clock club: 3 for $1 Burgers
sat.

ue

&/JTJ!ffir-o,1e- ~1l!&foctfl2 ~e

11

music by America,Jimmy Buffet,Eagles and more

$1 25 Bottles (MGD,MGD Light)
IT'S A PARTY!
OPEN NOON SUNDAY!
1/4 lb. Hamburger w/fries only $1 99
plus the rest of the menu

Ani'!'ican
!feat

Meet me at Marty's on Sunday!

=·
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Education branch
receives grant
By JONI LAMB
Staff writer

jtly KEfl'HWEATHERSPOON

Staff writer

,

Charleston will gain 11~
e1gl11h pii°'a place Friday,

· which wiU Md to the COnt:it1ue<l expansion of the menu of
local food bustnes-~.
Papa John's P1zza. 426 W.
.1..mcoln Ave., will be ~third
restaurant Mike McKee and
Rohen LaGore own. It will

join -Other pizza restaurants in
tht area: D!;mlino's, Topper's,
~Jerry'll, ffi:lta Hut, P~liaPs.
Little Caesar's, and Monical's.
McKee and LaGore have

>})been

widl~t:he

Papa lohn•s

@pizza, franchise tor 18 montbs
and have two franchises at

Illinois State.
McKee..W ~·roe.

~

~'lion wouttfbe a goo~Vplace
fot a franchise to open and
WOUid also be quite profuablo.
Ht a1aO wanted lO ~~ die

+hour& of !be buaiiless. Staying
oJ)en to 1:30 a.m. Mooday
through Wednesday. 2:30 a.m.
ThurSday ·through Saurday
and 12:30 a.m. on Sundays.
f>@

.,We.watkto servetbe"cam·

~

after dtcy're done partying or~.. McKee said.
Papa John 'a will add a
Mditie-in ~tot studettt$. The

ha\ie tradidoiWly been
pick-up and carry..out onJy.
McKeesaid.
~ <Jine..in will be,iMnnr-

. $fores

Eastern 's College of Education has received a $126.732
grant from the National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee to enhance
the occupational information
systems on campus.
The grant provides the startup costs for the new system,
which will provide computeriT.ed
files of available jobs in the
United States. It is a public
agency open to everyone.
Types of jobs available, location of jobs, salaries and qualifications for every job listing will
be on file.
The program was started chis
past fall and will be finished in
steps.
"Since Eastern serves as the
administrative and fiscal agent
for the federal-funded system,
the university is provided with
additional resources to assist in
its development,'' said Ron Leathers, assistant dean of the
College of Education and member of the lllinois Occupational
lnfonnation Coordinating Committee Administrative Board.
"These statistics, such as evaluations of the system's effectiveness and projection of future job
markets that come out of the
IOICC, provide the people at
Eastern with firsthand exposure
to the development of the system," Leathers said.
The main requirement for the

grant was having equipment that
could handle the labor-market
dissemination system. said Leathers.
"There's a lot of structure
needed to do the work and
understand what's going on,"
Leathers said. "We have a lot of
expertise and (an implemented)
organization.
"This is a kind of service we
wouldn't normally offer without
external funding."
The Occupational Information
Coordinating Committee's two
major mandates are implementing a career information agency
and an occupational information
system. said Jan Staggs. director
of committee.
There are 24 centers throughout Illinois with the appropriate
equipment for the new career
information centers.
Eastern 's College of Education has already begun Lhe application process for next year's
funding. The process, which is
due April 30, is slated to be a
four-year project, Leathers said.
"We'll have to continue to
apply for the money," Leathers
said. "There is no guarantee we
will get to have (the program)
for the four years. Our chances
are pretty good though."
The program will cost an estimated $400,000 by the end of
four years, Lealhers said.
The center is located in the
Grant and Research Office in
Buzzard Building room 210.

· .·~~..:ta Taylor Hall Council
<

Wan! to get away from tJle
IWdy envitonment/' ~cKee
@~ •'We'.'~aiso will txta.4 our
bouts~ tinals Wea."
The owntrs are alio inter-

ested in supporuog the community ~the univ~i~ by
,. offering 'a variety of services
to civic and university «ganiz.ations.
"We have many plans to
~ help th~

organtiat.Jons,"
McGee said. •·0ne of these

plans are ·Papa John~s dollars.· which we will give

wganizations to give out to

the community $Q they <:an
redeem the oollars here."
The dollars w1ll discount

certain ~ntages off pizza
: cost, as well as gMng money

back tQ the ()l'g&niwions that
participated in the distribution
of the dollars,,

to sponsor social
Samples of dance and rythym and blues music will highlight a social
sponsored by the Taylor Hall Council at 7:30 p.m. Saturday in the
Taylor Hall lobby.
For all students attending, there will be a live disc jockey and free
pizza. l'yran "Ty-Ski" Coxbey will be the DJ.
Joe Flynn, president of Taylor Hall Council, said he hopes to have
anyone who wishes to "come and have a good time."
Flynn said he is hoping for at least 40-50 people to attend the dancesocial.
" I think that would be a really good crowd," Flynn said.
Flynn said lobby furniture will be moved into the comers to provide
more room for dancing.
Taylor Hall Council held a similar event during Black History
Month last year. Dwayne Smith, coordinator of Taylor Hall Black
History Month Council, said the social last year went extremely well.
About I00 students attended. Smith said he hopes to attract more students this year.
- Staff report

Pagliai's Pizza
Free Delivery

Large Thin
Single Item
and Qt. of

Coke

Small Pizza
when placed

After 10 p.m.
each additional
item .75¢

75¢ 12

oz. Drafts

$1. Amaretto Stone
Sours
75
$ I•
Sex on the Beach
25

The Daily Eastern News

'13{ack :J{istory
Month
'Essay Contest
1. Entries should be 500 words or
less.Essays should portray a person,
time period, or event--local or otherwise--which promoted the advancement of cultural diversity or which
promote cultural diversity in the
future. Theme: Unity Why Can't m

All Just Get Along?

2. The contest is open to all students,
with the exception of those currently
working for Student Publications and
any past editors of these publications.
3. Entries must be submitted to The
Daily Eastern News Office no later
than 4p.m. on Friday, Feb. 19.
4. Judging will take place the week
Feb. 20-25.
5. Awards will be given at the
Parent's Appreciation Luncheon on
Saturday, February 27.

Prizes donated by:
Office of Minority Affairs

-

Z<I>B

SCJ · · -

<I>B:E

BGC

Coach Eddy's

The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus
Now Leasing

. ,

Unless stated below specials
not valid with any other offer

$3.99

Tonight:

SEAR.CH NO MORE

Free Semi-thick Crust after 1O p.m. Everyday
Good With All Specials
Open daily 4 p.m.-1 a.m. •
2 a.m. on weekends

345-3400

NO
COVER

Every
Wednesday
$1 n per order
Spaghetti
and
Garlic Bread

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
• 1,2 &3 Bedroom
furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A.C.
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves
·Balconies

St. James Place
(1905) S. 12th St.)
• I & 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully furnished
• A.C.
• Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

Still Available For Fall
Call Anytime 348-14 79 for appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30-5:30 p.m. - M - F

age Joe' to follow Jorns

Dan Olson
The Daily Eastern News.
"When you're in a position like
(the president's). you're unaware of
some of the minor problems on
campus that the president could
change, but d~n 't know he could

change," Olson said. "I want to ask
a few questions that might make
him think about and gel something
for the university."
Olson said he kept up with
October's presidential search process and thought last fall Joms was
the best candidate.
"From what I've heard (Joms is)
a pretty laid-back guy," he said.
"I've seen him talk before and he
came across really friendly."
On some of the issues affecting
campus. Olson said he was undecided on whether the textbook
rental should be kept, changed or
removed, but did say he favored the
Council on University Planning and
Budget recommendation to increase student fees $60.
But Olson showed less interest in
expressing those views and more
on just seeing Joms in action.
"From what I heard he has to
keep preny organized. ..lt's a lot of
administrative work. a lot of paperwork, and a lot of talking to the big
guys." he said.

en Wind ensemble
ed to present concert

ard

By BRIAN HUCHEL
Staff writer

The Eastern campus will be
alive with the sound of music
Sunday when the Symphonic
Wind Ensemble perfonns a formal concert at 3 p.m. in the
Doudna Fine Arts Center Auditorium.
Sponsored by Eastern 's music
department, the concert is free
and open to the public.
"The Symphonic Wmd Ensemble is a well-played group of students," said Dan Crews. director
of publicity for the Fine Arts
Center. "There are 50 members in
the ensemble, which c reates a
very good mix of talent.
"There is a large amount of
both upper and lowerclassmen."
Crews said. "This helps the
ensemble because the students
learn not only from the professors
but also from their peers."
The ensemble consists of a
variety of different instruments
including clarinets. flutes, oboes.
trumpets. french horns. tubas.
trombones and percussion pieces.
The ensemble will be playing a
large variety of music suitable to

Would like to
~
Amy Carter
Kara Driscoll
Janell Korneman
Amy Paul
Mary Pearse
Allison Rice

all tastes. Some of the pieces
include Robinson's Grand En tree
March by Karl King and Masquerade Overture by Carl
Nielsen.
As a finale, the ensemble will
play Shostakovich's Symphony
No.5.
As an accent for the concert,
special faculty and student groups
will play two pieces. These groups
consist of students from ensemble
and faculty members from the
Eastern music department.
The pieces pcrfonned by; these
special ensembles will be
Ground's Petite Symphonic for
chamber winds and Desi by
American composer Michael
Daugherty, a tribute to Desi
Arnaz.
Bruce Moss. director of bands
at Eastern, will conduct the
ensemble.
As a respected ensemble director. Moss was asked to participate
in the PBS television program
"The American Experience."
Moss also directs the Wheaton
Municipal Band near Chicago.
This is the third year Moss has
conducted the Symphonic Winds
Ensemble.

3.5-3.99
Jen Stuecheli
Amy Ward
Jennifer Celestino
Susanne Weise
April Smidl
Nicole Haskett
Kristy Hohulin
Tonya Kreke
Sanna Mack
Jennifer Onken
Jordana Rabin
Alexis Genetski
Kelly Sopher

Brend Broniec
Stephanie Cantrell
Tracey Weller
Cara Erck
Jodi Brant

Royal Heights Apartments
1509 S. Second
• Central A/ C
• Large 3-Bedrooms
• 1-1/2 Baths
• Great Location
(Behind Oki White Hen)

Garage Parking Available
WE ARE LEASING UP FAST SO CAll TODAY!
348-5312 OR 1-356-8888
Ill. Real Estate Broker

1311

1311

Ell•
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1311
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Fri. & Sat.
Y Specials :
Y
Y $2
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Jumbo ,

:
Mixers, Pitchers,! ..- -r

Amaretto Sours,: :E::: .
.
zoos ::DJ.
Kevin
H
Ba Ittmore
Kramer
&
: pzus
E
'.
Bluetail Flies l(\.B. S, E:
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Wednesday's --- Z-108 Rock Night

'

YOUNGSTOWN
APARTMEN1S
NOW .LEASING1

-·

.,./ Spacious 2 Bedroom
Townhouses
for 3 & 4 People

~

c:'"1' 1 & 3 Bedrooms
Available

~ Central Air

~Fully

~Garbage

Disposals

·v/24 Hr.
L

Maintenance

·!A' Dishwasher
-,/ Onsite Management

Furnished

WE MEASURE UP TO
THE BEST!!

345-23.:.-1-=...rl
Cambridge & Nantucket

3.0-3.49
Annalise Abbeduto
Michelle Acaley
Danielle Aguirre
Rebecca Bushong
Anne Byrkit
Carie Casella
Heather Close
Kim Downey
Janet Erdman
Katie Freedlund
Amy Gossett
Mary Hagaman
Heather Held
Michelle Kunkle
Kristi Vilet
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Cl.ASSlflED
A.i>VE.RBSING '
POLICY
The Dally £astern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one days Incorrect Insertion. Report errors
Immediately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad wlll appear In
the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadll.ne to appear In the
next clay's publication. Any
ads processed AfTUl 2 p.m.
wlll be published In the followlng day·s newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
AfTUl the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted
to The Ddlly fdsrem News Is
subject to approval and may
be revised, relected. or canceled at any time.
The Dally £astern News
assumes no liability If for any
reason It becomes necessary
to omit an advertisement.

FREE Battery and electrical test
FREE installation. Battery
Specialists. 1519 Madison Ave.
Charleston 345-VOLT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca MWF/00
Fast and reasonable typing,
translation and FAX service. Call
Lynda. 581-2829

318

SPRING BREAK '93. Best rates,
Best Trip. Groups and Individuals
welcome. Call me for detalls.
Todd 348-5538. Leave Message

Now hiring for developmental trainers, nurses aides and CNA's. Apply
at 738181h St Charleston eoe.

2126

• ---

2126

Now Showing
and Leasing
tor
Summer &
Fall '93.

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOY·
MENT: Make money teaching
basic conversational English
abroad. Japan and Taiwan
Make $2, 000-$4,000+ per
month Many provide room &
board + other benefits! No previous training or teaching certifi·
cate required . For International
Employment program, call the
International
Employment
Group: (206) 632-1146 ext.
J5738.

Tuvu.

348-7746
Leasing office
820 Lincoln Ave

2126

HllP WANTlD
WANn.D

COLORADO SUMMER JOBS: In
the Rockies near Vall, ANDER·
SON CAMPS seeking caring.
enthusiastic, dedicated, patient
Individuals who enjoy working
with children In an outdoor setting . Counselors, Cooks,
Wranglers, Aiding Instructors
and Nurses. Interviews on
February 25th. Sign up, get
application at Career Planning &
Placement from Shirley Stewart.
Questions? Call us at 303/524·
7766.

Al>oPnON

llll>£.s/RID£.RS
ROOMMATtS

SUIUSSOllS
FOR RENT
fott SAU

'93
Pit...,_

D

DAYTONA
'fravel 'fours

·~~r.,.

FOi TOU• INFOUIATI<* CAU.

l1·800·881·BEACH

ACROSS

No

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

25LAX

Ill
.......
•RM.

STAY AT OAYTONA'S
HOTTEST HOlElS
IJQfJON
DAYlONA IEAOfl

Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
Amount due:$ _ __ __

Payment:

Q Credit

Check number _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or In bad taste.

Please Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
NON-PROFIT event, i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Chps
to The Datly Eastern News office by NOON one bu1iM11
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for
submitted as a Campus Chp by noon Wednesday. (Thursday
for Friday. Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted
WILL NOT be published. No chps Wiii be taken by phone.""
1lleg ble or contains confl1Ct1ng information wUJ not be publiShed.

.a Zona Gale's last
novel
4t0osome
editorial work
52 Devon t1ver
53 Short of
HPubhc
warehouse
sa Arikara
n ·--est
laborare .. ."
eo Theater curtain
11 Wawaskeesh
f2 Widow's due
13 Rough cabin

DOWN

t One-- time
2 Mesa's cousin
3Anci ent
Sumerian city
4Hiccup
s Londoner's tea
cart
•Royal
adornment
7 Flavoring for
ouzo
• " - - Magic,·
1948 song
•Cambodia's Nol
to Add aspartame
u Beat Spassky
t 2 Wireless word
• t3 Sermon basis
~..:.:+.;.+;;,.;+-"-4 2t Tolkien creature

Expiration code (office use only)_ _ _ _ _ _ __

JEWISH STUDENT ORGANIZATION will have a Crazy
Pizza Party Saturday, Feb. 20 at 12:30 p.m. in the Unive19111
more Info. call 581-2306. All are welcome!
RECREATIONAL SPORTS ENTRY deadline for B
Friday at 2 p.m. at the Intramural desk in the SAC lobby.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON and Phi Beta Sigma will have a
canned Food Drive February 22 at 6:30 p.m. at the
you have clothing or canned food, you may drop it off at
February 22-26.
PRE-l.AW CLUB will have a public Mock Trial Februaiy 22
Buzzard Auditorium. Is Kevin Murphy guilty of sexually
Roberts? Don't miss it. Come and find out for yourseH.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Hospitality
Gras party Sunday at 5:30 at the Newman Canter. $1
the paper.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate Mass
and 4:30 p.m. at Coleman Hall Auditonum.
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION will have Jumma P
1:15 p.m. on the second floor In the Afro-American C
Mahmood Butt will present the Khutbah about fasting
month Everyone is welcome!
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP located south of
have Praise and worship service Sunday at 10:30 a.m.
donuts and juice. Prayer at 9:30 a.m. Call 345·6990 for ridel
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have spnng retreat Sunday ham
the Kansas room. All pledges and actives are required lo
must be absent notify Dawn at 5341 .
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have an actives meeting Sunday
the Oakland room. All actives and pledges need 10 attend.
absent please notify Dawn at 5341 . After the meebng we
for the Blood Drive.

44Contemn
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"SPRING BRWC"

$10950 ,.,'?!~~~o!!.~~H,

Eastern News

OCash

ha/00

CAMPUS CL

Panama City '93: Location Is the
key and I have ill Free beer and
pool parties. From $119 per person. Jeff 581-5919.
2119

Off'fJW>

no. words/days

Engineer Dad, stay-at-home RN
mom, 6 year old son, Christian
family, friendly home. excellent
neighbomood. Please consider us
as a family fof your baby' Thanks,
Sue and Ph~ (309) 263-0565 or our
attorney, Theresa (309) 692-1087.
_ _ _ __:ca1/29, 215,19,26

LOVING PARENTS and their
four-year-old son are eager for
another child. We know you want
the best for your baby - we offer
a happy family life with lots of
fun. love and a secure future.
Lei's talk • we need your help
and really want to help you. Call
collect: Artynn & Ron, (217) 3674769.
_ _ _ _ca2/19, 26, 315, 12
Whether you are renting, buying,
selling, or leasing. look to The
Daily Eastern News classifieds
They can help. Call 581·2812.

2128

TRAINING/ScHOOLS

o!~;

Need extra money? Sell Avon to
your friends. Call Judy 345-6834
or Susan 345-9298 today.
2119

Florida SPRING BREAK, 7 nights
Beachtront $139-159. RESERVE
rooms NOW Call CMI 1-800-4235264.

DIRECTORY
SutVIClS

STAFF NEEDED FOR SUMMER
CAMP '93. CAMP NEW HOPE A
CAMP FOR DEVELOPMENTAL·
LY DIABLED IS ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR MALE AND
FEMALE
NIGHT
CABIN
COUNSELORS. TO REQUEST
AN APPLICATION CALL 217895-2341 M-F, 9 A.M.-3 P.M. OR
WRITE P.O. BOX 764, MAT·
TOON, IL61938.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2119

uMenace;
nuisance
uAtall

11

a

Campaign
target
27 Concerning
28Parroted
21 •--to the
Church on
TI me·
301nscnbe
3t Scantling
32 Museum on 53d
St.. NYC.
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41 Gram weight
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jump
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Movie:
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UFE-13
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DISC-9

WEIU-29, 51
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Mysteries

Nigh1Cour1

Galapagos

Ghos1Wrrtw

Washington Week
Wal Street Week

LA. Law

America's Most
Wanted
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Artie

Utile House

Gr8at Performances

Movie Body
ol EVlClence

~

Scbnannes.
Sllar1ls of Steel

Bonanza

Renegades

20J2()
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WILL-12, 12
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News
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OH-Road Racing

News
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MM·
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Nigl1I Coull
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Bang Served?
Movie
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Studs

WildUI&
Atbc

Sneak PnMews
Movie:The 39 Steps

ASSIFIED ADVERTISING
~--fo__R-=~----NT___.......l I__. . . . . .fOR
. .______S___ME_

1987 Camaro 305 VB engine. 5
speed, A / C , AM/ FM cassette
tape, red , black i nteri or. Runs
well 60,000 miles. 345-5471 .
_ _ __ _ __ 2119

Gismondo and Renee: We have
to bake muffins for formal this
weekend! Jump around• ASA
Love,
Laura.
_ __
_ _ _ _ __ .2119

3 bedroom apartment 3-6 people,
401 Harrison. 234-483 t
_ _ __ _ _ 2119

XT, 386 and 486 computers from
$450, will build to suit your needs.

SIGMA NU • Not just a fraternity
but a way of hie. For information
on rushing call 581-6898 or stop
by our house in Greek Court.

Newly remodeled, Furnished 6
bedroom apartment for 3 . Rent
includes all utilities. Now signing
leases for fall. Short-term lease
immediately. 348-8400 After 6
p.m.
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - 2119
3 apartments, house behind
Jerry's Pizza, and 3 bedroom
apartment 2 blocks from campus.
All available in May 345-3059 or
345-2841
_ _ __ _ _ __ _.313
4 Bdrm House. Near campus.
Off-Street parking. Call after 5
p.m. 345-9670.

Sports cards (mostly baseball)·
Jim 581·5688
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2119

517

- . ..,..
Al:-:d-o-=R,....
o.ma
ts for 1
Included. 11
for 1 person
2 persons. ean
345-2113. Eads

,,.._.."::'"'"""'._

_517

YEAR, ALSO
1, 2. 3, AND 4
APARTMENTS .
S AVAILABLE.
RENTALS AT
MESSAGE IF
OR CALL 348·

sell,
$150 Call 581-6167.
___________
2119
For sale: Mitsubishi Medallion CD
player excellent condition
$100/0BO caU 345-4979.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 2119

2126

,..,N=-E=-Eo
=--N""E""w,.,.--::c,,..L-=o-=T=-H-=e-=-s-=1~
Be1ow

King size waterbed with six drawers: includes 2 sheet sets. and
waterhose. Good condition .
$200/0BO 348-7897.

Retail Price! Lycra and cotton
blend pants and shorts, all sizes
and colors, to order • call Amy
581-3933

2124

2122

M
_ _O_N_G_O_O_S_E_ 1-9"_ M
_ t. _B_lke All

DAYLE BAYLES Friday and
Saturday, the ENTIRE STORE •
50 PERCENT OFF Fri. 10-8, Sal
10-5
_ _ _ __ _ _2119

Deore LX $400 Bob 581-8107.

2122

3 bedroom furnished apartments.
9th Grant. Also 5 bedroom houses. Call for appointment. 345·

5022.
--------~2123

Close to campus, houses and
apartments. 3·7 bedrooms. 10
month lease. Call Linda Nugent &
& Assoc. 345-2151.

2124
1 or 2 BR Apt. For 93194 Sch. Yr.
• 620 5th 345-5728.

----------~ 2124
ALL UTILITIES PAID 2 bedroom
apts for 2-3 gar1s. Nice apts Close
to EIU. Call CAMPUS RENTALS
345-3100 between 3·9 p.m

-

2126

Close to EIU • Several houses &
Apartments for 1·7 tenants. Jim
Wood , C21 Wood , 1512 A
Street, 345-4489
_
..,.,-- - - - , --,--ca3119MWF
N ice one bedroom aprtments
near campus. Range , Refrl g.,
drapes provided. No pets.
$300/mo. 345-4220 alter 5 p.m.

FOR SAU

21261

TV-Quasar 25" console -$175.
Stereo: receiver, turntable, speak·
ers-$75. 1981 Chevrolet Malibu
station wagon S750. Trade for?
345-4426

-

--

__ 2122

-

__ 2122

Camera found i n Stevenson
South Parking Lot on 2/ 13/ 93.
Jufie 581-5551
Call
___________
2123

2123

I ANNOUNCl.MtNTS I
Daytona, Padre, Cancun,
Bahamas Good prices for the
college budget. Call Todd at 348·
5538. Leave message if no
answer.

_ _ _ _ __ ___ 2128

TOM BIEWALD: Congratulations
on being elected PRESIDENT of
DELTA TAU DELTA! They
couldn't have chosen a better
guy! Love, Your AST Gators
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2119

~MT

10 PU.51£R
Sot-\E.BO!>Y
'riln\ IT.'

--~------'""'"',.-21
.19

_ _ _ _______2122

JACK MARSINKEWICZ; Looking
Forward to Sailor's Ball and many
more awesome times . Love,
Christine
2119
R
-OS
-.E__.
S_A_N_T-E-LL1--A-S-T;_T,_H-ANKS
FOR BEING MY MOMMY!
YOU'RE THE GREATEST!
LOVE, YOUR KID
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2119
VOTE DOUG "RADAR" HICKS
FOR CHARLESTON MAYOR
FEB. 23RD.

PICK \I UP ~

Congratulations, Vito Dastici on
being selected for Greek
Standards Board and to JIM
WELSH, the new President of Jr.
IFC. Your KOR brothers are
proud of you
2119
Congratulations to
JOHN
FLETCHER for being Kappa
Delta Rho brother of the week.
- - ----------=---= 2119
LISA NARODOWH EC, Thank
you for being our 1st Sweetheart.
The Gentlemen of Kappa Delta
Aho
- -- - - - - - - ==-----2119
COMING NEXT WEEK: Sigma Nu
Informal Rush. Monday • 8-ball
tourney. Call 581-6818 for Info.
- 2119
To the Ladles of EIU, We are
sony for anything that has been
said or done. The Gentlemen of
Kappa Delta Rho.
- 2119
To Ryan C. or Mike 0 . or Whoever regurgitated In the blue house
on 2nd Street, Thanks for the
pink surprise and we'll get you
back! Love the Sig Kaps on 2nd
Street.
_ _ __ _ __ _ _2119

THE DAR.Y EAsrERN NEWS

VOTE DOUG "RADAR" HICKS
FOR C HARLESTON MAYOR
FEB.
_ _23RD.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2119
Lara Zerante of Alpha Phi Congratulations on becoming
Sigma Chi Sweetheart. Your sis·
ters are happy for you
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _2119

RUSH SIGMA NU • Informal rush
next week . M onday 8-ball
Tourney For information call 581·
6898.
2119
VOTE DOUG "RADAR" HICKS
FOR CHAR LESTON M AYOR
FEB. 23RD.
_ _ _ _ _ __ __ 2119
Congratulations to Jeff Hart on
becoming Junior IFC secretary!
Your PIKE Brothers
2119
Attention: EIU's Mock Trial teams
will be holding a public trial on
Monday, February 22 at 6 p.m. in
Buzzard Auditorium. Come and
witness a sexual harassment
case first hand.

.2122
IG UANA
NIRVANA
AT
EA STS I D E
PACKAGE.
KEYSTONE LIGHT 12 PK. 3.99.
HAMMS D RAFT 12PK. 2.99 .
MEISTER BRAU, BRAU LIGHT
24 PK 5.99. BAACARDI
BREEZERS, ALL FLAVORS, 4
PK. 4.99 OLD STYLE LIGHT
K EGS 35.00. CURBSIDE KEG
SERVICE
AT
EASTSIDE
PACKAGE RT. 130 AT JACKSON
AVE. 345-5722.
2119
D_O
_ U_
G_H_l_C_K_S_"_A_A _
D_A =
R. Hl.
-C KS
FOR CHARLESTON MAYOR
FEB 23RD.
2119
NANCY KABAT - Congratulations
on getting lavallered to KEVIN
KOMAAOWSKI of Delta Sigma
Pi. It Is so awesome!! Phi Sig
Love, Angie

STUDENT PuBLICATIONS

Is now offering
a RESUME SERVICE
to ALL faculty, staff
and students.
Please make
an appointment
with Tinley
at 581-2812.

-----..,.,..~---2122

IGUANA
NIRVANA
AT
EASTSIDE
PACKAGE.
KEYSTONE LIGHT 12 PK. 3.99.
HAMMS DRAFT 12PK. 2 .99 .
MEISTER BRAU, BRAU LIGHT
24 PK 5 .99 . BAAC ARD I
BREEZERS, ALL FLAVORS, 4
PK . 4 99 . OLDSTYL E LIGHT
KEGS 35.00. CURBSIDE KEG
SERVICE
AT
EASTSIDE
PACKAGE RT 130 AT JACKSON
AVE.
_ _345-5722.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2119

by Bill Watterson
\.tOW A~£ 'tOI.>
GO\~G iO

DELTA ZETA grab a date tomorrow and meet at Charleston
Lanes at 9 p.m. Remember to be
on time. (Not DZ time) Call Rank
with your dates names.
.,..,---,..------.,,....- _ _ 2119
Bird House Ladies, Thanks for
tricking ME into staying with you
last week. OGDEN is GUILTY.
XOXODEANA
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _2119

--------=-.,,...,..,,,---2122

Violin in Music Building on
2110/93. Pick up in Music office.

- - -- - -- - 3129
NEED NEW CLOTHES? Below
retail Price! Lycra and cotton
blend pants and shorts, all sizes
and colors to order • call Amy
581-3933.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,2l'l2

I

Happy 20th Birthday GREG FORREST! Have fun. Congratulations
on your semester 3.3 g.p.a. P.S .
Congrats also on being a Kappa
Delta Rho initiates & getting on
JR. lnterfratemity Council. Love,
You Know Who
- .2119
VOTE DOUG "RADAR" HICKS
FOR CHARLESTON MAYOR
FEB. 23RD

LOST: Large gold dog - Please
call If found 348-8081

JAMAI CAN TAN Bi kin is. ho t
swimwear, loti ons, 12 tan $34 .
SHOP EARLY JAMAICAN TAN
for your Spring Break needs 3480018. 410 7th Street. M-F, 10·9
and Sat 10-5.

*' "~!
CMlT

---------~·2122

2122

_____________517

Hobbes

FOR CHARLESTON MAYOR
FEB23AD.

LOST: textbook entitled "How
School Works" Smaller paper·
back book. Call 345-2862.

STEROID ALTERNATIVESCYBERGENICS, ICOPRO, HOT
STUFF, TWIN LABS, WEIDER,
UNIVERSAL. DIET AIDS, STIM·
ULANTS . FREE CATALOG.
PHYSICAL ATTRACTIONS. 1·
800-397-4777.

Man's silver/gold wedding nng$150. Man 's silver Bulova
Accutron watch $225. Woman's
full length fur coat-$100 . Trade
for? 345-4426

Alesha Gunderson • Have a
G reat Birthday weekend! Let's
llve It up Sat. nightll Love your
klddo,Ragu
2119
V
-O
~T=E
=-oo_
U_G_"=RA-D
__A_R~.-H~ICKS

LOST: A Black Fuji Camera with·
out a case. Had half a roll of film
taken . Lost two weekends ago. If
you have any mformatJOn, please
call Riz at 3436 or mail to 457
Taylor
2119
FOUND: Large man's jacket. Call
345-5428 and identify to daim.

JOEY'S , JOEY'S
JOEY'S
JOEY'S JOEY'S DELIVERS. 11
a.m • 2 p.m .14 p.m. - 11 p .m.
THURS., FRI., SAT. extended to
2 a.m. In the morning and all day
weekends . EAT, EAT, EAT, EAT,
EATI OFTEN! Phone 345-2466

-------------,·517

2124

--------~2124

Hot, Sexy, Wild! Last chance to
get the best deals on campus for
Daytona Beach. For more information call Mike or Ed at 348·
7541

83 Suzuki Moped, runs well. Must

.,.---------~·2123
Available for 1st time. New 1,2,&

DAY
JAN. 11, 1993

_.I I ANNOUNC£MENTS J r ANNoUNaMtNTS I I.ANNOUNCf.M£NIS I

Seniors, grad students. Quiet,
unfum1shed apartments close to
EIU. Single and double occupancy. 345-7678

_ 2122

MONg

IMPROVE YOUR ,
CASH STOCK

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'

W.'{Bt. ~ COOLI>
P\Jf ff SOl*'E.l'V.C

It's the 1 for $1 deal!

'N\\E.~ ~Qt.l£

The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *

WILL WAl\(
\~\1:) \\.

•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
'The 1 for $1 Is available lo any non-commerclal lndlvidual who wishes to
sell an Items or Items (max of 3 Items). All items must be priced •

Name:
Address:

Phone:

Dates to run

Message: (one word per line)

Under ClassificaliOn or·

Expiration code (otlice use only)

No. worda/days

Per90ll eccepting ad
Compositor

Amount due:$

10 ~I~ OfflCIAL NOTICES
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

WRmNG COMPETENCY
EXAMINATION
To satisfy graduation requirements for the Bachelor's degree at
Eastern Illinois University, you
must pass the Writing Competency
Examination. (See undergraduate
catalog) . Register to make this
examinatiOn after you have completed sixty semester hours Ouniof
standing) and have completed the
all-university English requirement
(typically English 1001 and 1002,
or the equivalent). Register in person from 11 :00 to 3:00 Monday
through Friday at the booth in the
Union Bookstore Lounge. If the
booth Is closed during those hours,
go to Testing Services, 202
S1udent Services Building. Bring a
photo ID (driver's license preferred) and $1 O for the fee. The
first of two examination this
semester will be given on
Saturday, April 10. Registration
begins Feb. 22.The last date to
reQUeSt a refund Is March 26.
$EATING
IS
LIMITED.
REG!SllB AS EARLY AS PQS.
SIBLE IO ASSURE A SEAT.
David K. Dodd, Director
Testing SefVices

·

WI L L NOT BE A CCE PTED.
Registration dates will be published in the Summer and Fall

BuDetin of Classes

Students assigned to the Center
are all freshmen, pre-business
majors and students who have not
declared or met requirements to
their selected majors. The
Assistance Center is located in
room 1100 Blair Hall. The office
hours are 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
C. B. Campbell, Director

Academic Assistance

LIBERAL ARTS AND
SCIENCES MAJORS
liberal Arts and Sciences
~ors plannlng to enroll in ~
djV!sjon courses in e College of
business for Summer 1993 an<Wor
Fan 1993 must apply for a position
on the priority nst by ~eting an
application fonn In Old Main 201
no later than Monday, February 22,
1993. Liberal Arts and Sciences
majors with minors in Business
Adrriristration must also do this if
~ are plaming to enroll in upper
division courses in e College of
Business for Summer 1993 and.for
FAii 1Q93

CONSTTTUT10N EXAMINATION
The Constitution Examination
will be given on Thursday, March
11 . This examlnatlon applies only
to students seeking to graduate
under a catalog 12.CiQr to 1992-93.
Register in person from 11 am to 3
pm Monday through Friday at the
booth in the Union Bookstore
Lounge. If the booth Is closed during those hours, go to Testing
Services, 202 Student Services
Building. Bring a photo ID (driver's
license preferred) and $2 for the
riod for this
fee. The registration
exam is February 54.
You may retake this exam as
many times as necessary to pass,
but on scheduled dates only.

~arch

~,

... ·

Jon l..al:>le, Dean
Conege of Liberal Arts and
Sciences
ADVISERS BROWN-BAG
GATHERING
The Academic Assistance
Invites all faculty and professional
advisers to come and share advising concerns as we prepare for
Summer/Fall '93 Registration .
Attend either Monday, February
22, 12 - 1 p.m. or Thursday,
February 25, 11:30 a.m. - 12:30
p.m. at the Rathskellar balcony,
MLK Union. AAC advisers will
facilitate an Informal questionanswer session highlighting the
Integrated Core.

David K. Dodd, Director
Testing Services

Cal Campbell Director

FALL.ISUMMER REGISTRATION
Students assigned to the
Academic Assistance Center must
make an appointment to register
for the Fall and/or Summer terms.
Appointments may be made starting at 8:00 on Monday, February
U The appointment must be
made in person. PHONE CALLS
FOB APPQ INTMENT DATU

SPRING1993
COMMENCEMENT
Sprin11 1993 Commencement
ceremonies W1ll be held at 10 a.m.
and 2 p.m. on Saturday, May 15. in
the Union/Library Quadrangle and
all ~uests are welcome. In case of
anticipated rain or extreme heat,
both ceremonies will be held In
Lantz Gymnasium and each

marchin9 graduate will be allotted
five (5) rain tickets•. (See separate notice for ticket rules)
Rehearsals will be at 1 p.m. for
morning graduates and at 3 p.m.
for afternoon graduates on Friday,
May 14, in Lantz Aeldhouse.
An
Informational
·commencement Guide" along
with cae/gown ordering instructions will be sent to graduation
candidates at their permanent
addresses to arrive during Spring
Break. The deadhne for mail order
of caps and gown wrn be oo April
16.
All faculty are urged to participate 1n the ceremony. Those needing to rent regalia should contact
the Commencement Office by
noon, April 16.
The Commencement Office Is
on
the second floor of
Linder/Alurmi House (1544 Foorth
Street, 581-6892).

Brenda Cuppy
Commencement Coordinator
COW.ENCEMEHT llARCHlNG

ORDERS
The following colleges/schools
will marching order as listed in the
morning and aftornoon Spring
1993 Commencement ceremonies
on Seturday, May 15:
1O a.m. morning ceremony:
Graduate
School,
HPER,
Business, Education, and Fine
Arts.
2 p .m. afternoon ceremony·
Adult and Continuing Education
(BOG Degree Program), Liberal
Arts and Sciences, and Applied
Sciences.
The Faculty Marshals will be
honored in the Colle~es of Fine
Arts and Applied Sciences and
lead the ceremonial processions.
Brenda Cuppy
Commencement Coordinator
RAIN TICKETS FOR SPRING
COMMENCEMENT
For safety reasons, the crowd 1n
Lantz Gymnasium must be limited
by issuance of 'rain tickets" for
guests of graduates, only if the two
Spring 1993 Commencement ceremonies on Saturday, May 15,
must be held inside. Also, a 6m1ted
number of indoor guest tickets for
faculty and staff will be available at
the Commencement Office beginning April 28 (Linder House, 581-

6892).

U-STORE WAREHOUSE

INDIVIDUAL ROOMS
"You Carry The Key"
Behind Rex & Dons Warehouse
S. Rt. 130, Char1eston, Illinois 61920

Each marching graduate will be
allowed a maximu m o f five (5)
guest rain tickets only by their
request . Only a graduating student who appears on the
cap/gown orderln9 list may claim
tickets, or a friend in possession of
the grad's Collegiate ' Customer
Copy' rental form. Following are
the methods of requesting the tickets after student has ordered
regalia:
1. Malllng to off-campus students after April 28 via a
stamped, self-addressed
envelope provided by the
student to Commencement

Oflioe.
or 2. Malling to on-campus students after April 28 via a selfaddl'9SS8d campus envelope
provided by the student to
Commencement Oflioe.
or 3. Picking up when grad picks
up reoalla; or at rehearsal; or
at t lie Commencement
Office after April 28
Any extra tickets will be dispensed on a first~. first-serve
basis in the Lantz Fl9ktlouse from
8 to 9 a.m. or 12 to 1 p.m. onceremony day. Tum In unneeded tickets at the door, at robe handouts,
or et ~. 50 thet others may
use them; or grads may give the
unneeded number of their five
tickets to graduating friends who
need them.
In case of outdoor ceremony,
unlimited number of guests are
welcome without tickets. However,
sealing is limited and guests miglt
want to bring their own lawn
chairs. Elderly guest should be
warned that the Quad area Is in full
sun.
Brenda Cuppy
Commencement Coordinator
TEXTBOOK RENTAL SERVICE
Textbook Sales for the Spring 93
Semester Is in progress and will
end Friday, April 16th. Students
may purchase textbooks checked
out to them for courses 1n which
they are currently enrolled. subject
to the availability of replacement.
Students need to bring the textbooks in with them at the time of
purchase. This will be your only
opportunity to purchase your
Spring 93 textbooks.
All textbooks not purchased
must be returned by 1 :00 p.m.,
Saturday, May 15th Any books
returned after this time will become

2 BR APTS
2-3 tenants
345-4489
Jim Wood

0ntu
__- r21.

Oftfcial Notices are
Office of Uoivert
Questions conceming
bt directed to that Ol6c:&

unclear and a fine will be imposed
Normal Textbook Rental Service
hours of operation are 8:00 a.m. to
12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday.
Walter D. Klingenbe"Q. Director
Textbook Rental Service
SUMMER/FALL REGISTRATION
Reqlstration for Summer and
Fall will begin March 8. You must
pay the a<fvance deposit and (If
undergraduate) be advised before
you may phone in your registration
on a touch-tone telephone. Read
the schedule bulletin for complete
information. The schedule buOetlns
are available In the Registration
Office after they appear in lb.§
DallY Eastern News·

M"IChael D. Taylor, Director
Registration
ANFINSON SCHOLARSHIP
Applications are sought for the
Ruc!Otph 0 . Anfinson Scholarship
whicll is given annuaDy to a junior,
senlOI', or graduate student active
In extracurricular activities OUTSIDE the areas of Inter-collegiate
athletics, and who displays outstanding character and scholasuc
achievement. Applications are
available in the University
Relations Office, 111 Old Main,
and must be returned to that office
byApril30.

Art Tate, University Relations
STUDENT TEACHING
ASSIGNMENTS
FALL 1993 & SPRING 1994
Materials to request a student
teaching assignment for Fall 1993
AND Spring 1994 are available
and may be picked up through
February 26, 1993
All Elementary, Jr. High and
Special Education majors who
wish to request an assignment
should pick up materials in the
Student Teaching Department
Office, Room 21 O, Buzzard
Education Building between 9 a.m.
- noon and 1 p.m. • 3 p.m.
All Secondary majors who wish
to request an assignment must
contact the coordinator in their

academic area
Placement in the Chicago Area
are limited and will be made only in
Elementary and Jr. High schools In
selected districts.
YOU MUST BE ADMITTED TO

Pregnant?
We Can Help!
*Free Pregnancy Testing
*Information about pregnancy, abortion, and alte

24 Hour Hotline
345-5000
Crisis Pregnancy Center Campus Out

Let's party girls!
(that's what he said)

Happy Birthday Jen!
Love, Melanie & Kathy
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's track heads to Illinois
indoor track
ming to a close
meets left in the
schedule. One of
triangular agianst
sin this week-

1

Eastern during a
in the Armory in
Panthers were an
without their star
Brent Miller.
to skip that meet
was not a 35-pound
the program, and
meet in Purdue that
lllinois does not
in their meets is
not held in the Big
recent automatic
er in the weight.
again Saturday for
and will be travlllinois to comistant coach John

is not the team·s main objective
anyway.
"Overall, the reason we' re
going up there is because it's
close, and there will be good competition from two Big Ten
schools." said Mcinerney. "We
usually come out of there with
season bests, and that's what
we're looking for, so it's worth it."
Eastern 's squad this year has
many talented performers, but it
does not quite have the depth to
knock off Illinois or Wisconsin.
However, Mcinerney said he is
still not sure if WISconsin will be
fielding a full team.
"The Big Ten meet is coming
up." Mcinerney said. "Wisconsin
might be laying low, and only
send a partial team, so that they'll
come into the Big Ten meet the
underdogs. But I'm not sure on
that. They could very well have a
full team Saturday. Either way, 1
imagine they'll bring a decent
shmattering. ··
Only 25 Panthers will be making the trip north. Among them,
the Illini and the Badgers will

have their work cut out for them
with sprinter Obadiah Cooper.
miler Scon Touchette. hurdler Jim
Sledge, as well as 400 runners
Chris Fowler and Vinram WadeBey.
Cooper is the owner of one of
the top 55 dash times in the nation
at 6.24 seconds. He lost to Illinois·
Anthony Jones in January, one of
his two losses all year, and is set
for a rematch. Touchette, along
with Nate Shaffer and Steve
Cunningham, will be entered in
both the mile and 3,000 Saturday.
Touchette lost a heartbreaker
3,000 in his last multi-curcuit
effort in the Annory, and will be
looking for a fast mile this time, as
well as another crack at Illinois'
Jason West, who won both the
mile and 3,000 at the January double dual.
"We have alot of people who
are looking real good right now,"
Mcinerney added. ''I'd like to see
a fast mile out of Touchette, and
Fowler looks ready to bust 49 seconds in the 400. It should be a real
good meet."

LIVE ATTED'S

~FRIDAY
SATURDA.f.f
~-------------------,
: "MISTRESS"

"KATZ KAT" :

I Rock -n- Roll Show

Rock -n- Roll Show I

•

From Champaign

C
0

playing songs by:
u AC/DC, The Doors,
p Led Zepplin, Pearl
0 Jam, Van Halen

N

1 Admission $1
I (8-10 w/coupon)

I

. songs by:
pIaying
Alice in Chains, Van
Halen, Ozzy,
Metallica, & many
more plus originals

C
0

U
P

0
N

Admission $1 ,
(8-10 w/coupon) I
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COME TO TEDS ON THE GUS BUS
1

CoACH
EDDY S
Panther Sport Shoppe
Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5
1414 SIXTH srar:cr IN OLOe TOWNe SQUA.Re
ONt 6LOCK NORTH 01' OLO MAIN

en back in action at SIU-C
expects some pretty stiff competition.
"I know for a fact that Southern (Illinois) has good
athletes," Craft said. 'Tm not quite sure about the
's indoor track team will be competing other teams, but I know they will be competitive."
t consisting of 19 teams at Carbondale
Some teammates Craft said he expects to have a
good meet are miler Ti Jaye Rhudy, hurdler and long
no meet last weekend, the team has had jumper Kala Scott, and 3000-meter runner Brooke
to rest.
Roberts. Craft said they've been successful in the past
end off helped them because they had and have all been working consistantly hard.
weekends in a row," coach John Craft said.
''Not having seen a quarter of the teams. I'll reserve
there right mind would want to work my judgement on our team's performance." Craft
without a break. They needed a break. said. ''All I know is that we'll have our work cut out
ts too."
for us and the competition will be substantial."
the team has progressed a lot since the
Still on the injured lbt are Donna Levy and Tiffany
die season.
Jansen. "leither of them will be able to perfonn at this
and good workout-. have helped us to weekends meet.
nmes. and we plan to go down and show
"'We·re just hoping we can get through the indoor
l from previous meets," he said.
season without any more injuries." Craft said. "It's not
as the level of competition goes. Craft that bard to get injured."

nstedt wants free agents back
(AP) - New coach
stedt \\-ants quarterHarbaugh, fullback Brad
defensive tackle Steve
back with the Chicago

season.
are free agents who
ed a desire to stay in

ago, Harbaugh. now
ub record for complc55 yards shy of the
for passing yardage.
as a starter. Lust seabenchcd three of the

Muster, 27, led the team with 47
receptions in 1990.
McMichael, 37 by next fall,
grades out year after year as the
Bears' top defensive lineman. He's
No. 2 on the team's all-time sack
list.
Leigh Steinberg, Harbaugh 's
agent, said he would be open to
talking with the Bears before the
free-agency period begins. He reiterated that Harbaugh wants to stay
in Chicago.
"But if he's not signed by March
l. our instinct would be to have
him visit and consider other
places." Steinberg said.
Wannstedt. hired a month ago to
replace Mike Ditka, said he is

comfortable with Harbaugh 's
skills.
"We wanted to see if he could
do the things we a'ik a quarterback
to do in our system," the new
coach said. "We feel very good
about all the qualiucs. ··
Wannstcdt said he would like to
see Muster - who would like to
play halfback - remain as a fullback.
"I don't think you can guarantee
anybody a number of runs or
catches." Wannstedt said. "But I
know Brad Muster is a guy who
can help us win a lot of games in a
lot of ways."
The 34-year-old McMichael
also is of interest. said Wannstedt.

Informational Meeting
For those experiencing a
Drinking Problem or who
are Abusing Alcohol
Monday, February 22
at 5:30 p.m. at the
Wesley Foundation
(Located on 4th St. across from Lawson Hall)
This meeting is confidential and open
to students only.

OUK BIGGEST SALE EVER!!
FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLYI
EVERYTHING MUST GO!
TONS OF SPRING
MERCHANDISE IN SOONll

40°/o-60°/o off

By JEFF GLADE
Staff writer

Thie Eastern wrestling team
closed out the regu lar season
with a 29-12 win over the
Illinois State Redbirds in Lantz
Gym Thursday night, giving the
Panthers not only momentum
but the inside track on higher
s eeds at the March 6 NCAA
Regionals.
Eastern, which moves to 7-5
on the season, was in charge of
the match the entire time, taking
a 12-0 lead on Redbird forfeits
at ll8 and 126 pounds. After a
loss at 134. Eastern then took
control on the mat, with Joe
Daubach at 142, Chris Edwards
at 15 0 and Darnell Thomas at
158 each taking decisions Daubach 's and Thomas' being
major deci sio ns (wins by
between eight and 16 points).
" I felt Joe, Chris and Darnell
all wrestled real well out there
for us tonight," sa id Eastern
coach Ralph McCausland. "Joe
and Darnell especially. They
pretty much dominated their
opponents, made things happen
out there and scored points."
Illinois State did try to rally,
winning a technical fall over
Chad Surles at 167 and a 4-2
decision over Rich Murry at
177.
The Panthers put the match
away at the end, with both Stan
Gress at 190 and Harty Ausel at
heavyweight taking decisions.
" I reall y have to commend
Chad Surles for going out there
at 167," said McCaus land. "He
has wres tled at 150, 158 and
now 167 twice.
"It's hard when you give up
that m uch size to an opponent,
but he went out and gave it his
all for the team.
"Stan and Harty both turned
in solid perfonnances, as did the
entire team. We just need to pick
up the tempo now.
"We made a few mistakes, we
gave up a few points. Those are
things we have to work on
becau se we won't be able to do

Eastern wrestler Joe Daubach (on bottom) throws 11/inois State wrestler Mark Hibner during their match Thursday night in
Daubach, who competed in the 142 pound weight class, won the match with a 19-6 major decision. Eastern won the meet 29-12.
that at the regional tournament.••
In preparing for regionals, the
Panthers gained the inside track
over the Redbirds in several key
areas, with head-to-head competition being the first consideration in the seeding process.
"The wins will definitely help
them because the last meeting
usually carries the most weight
in determining the seeds," said
McCausland.

"Whatever the outcom e is
though, we still have to go out
and perform at the regional.
Seeded or not, if we don't perform, we can't do well."
The NCAA West Regional, in
which both the Panthers and
Redbirds will compete. will be
March 6 at Lantz Fieldho use,
with the final matches being
held in Lantz Gym.

EASTERN 29

Illinois State 12
11 8 - Eirik Gustafson (EIU), win

by forfeit
126 - Dave Pena (EIU) win by

forfeit
134 - Sam Galvan (lSU) maj.
dee. Brian Klene (EIU), 14-1142
- Joe Daubach (EIU) maj. dee.

Mark Hibner (JSU), 19-6
150 - Chris Edwards (
Scott Wright (ISU). 9-4
158 - Darnell Thomas
dee. Joe Abegg (ISU). 19-9
167 - Matt Gruszka (IS
fall Chad Surles (EJU), I:
177 - Pat Duggan (ISU
Rich Murry (ElU), 4-2

190 - Slan Gress (EIU) ~
Gardner (ISU). 7-0

Lady Panthers to fight for final playoff sl
By RYAN GIUSTI
Associate sports editor
The women's basketball team will play
what could be its most important game of
the season Saturday when Western Illinois
comes to Lantz Gym for a 7:30 p.m. game.
If the Lady Panthers win the game, it will
put them in the drivers seat to claim the
final spot in the first Mid-Continent
Confere nce post-season tournament in
March. If they lose, they will have their
back to wall and have little chance of making the tournament. which coach Barbara
Hilke said could give her young team valuable post-season experience.
"It's extremely imponant to have a shot
to get into the tournament," Hilke said. "I
would like to have (senior co-captains)
Sherie! (Brown) and Karen (McCaa) get
into the first Mid-Continent Conference as
son of a legacy for them."'
Ea!>lem is 2-19 overall and 1-11 in the
Mid-Con. The Lady Pan1hers are tied for
eighth place with the Westerwinds (3-16. 110). but Western has the edge in the tiebreaker because it beat Eastern in the

Alumni game set for Saturday
The 1993 alumni game will be
played before the Lady Panthers· home
game against Western Illinois. The
game is scheduled for 5:15 p.m. and
will bring in at leas t 15 players from
past Eastern women's basketball teams.
Among those playing will be las t
season's leading scorer Tracy Roller
and this season's graduate assistant
Cathy Williams. Others scheduled to
appear include: Chris Aldridge (Class
of 1986). Jane Bertolino (1980). Sheryl
Bonsell ( 1989). Liz Cavanagh ( 1989).
Jo Hube r ( 1980). Kim Maxey (1986).
L ori Conine McCollum ( 1986), Barb
Perkes ( 1990). Ke lly Powell (1991 ).
Laura Mull Prince ( 1990). Lisa Tyler
teams 1rst meermg on c . .
The Wcs1crwinds have a Thursday night
game at home against second-place
Wisconsin-Green Ba).
··we~tem plays extremely hard and they

( 1990), Linda Walker (l 982) and Bev
Williams (199 I).
Also showing up but not playing will
be Shelly Ethridge (1990), Darla
Farthing Lanchester (l 984), Kathy
Lanter ( 1983) and Jody Furry Smith

(1978).
All of these women played under
current coach Barbara Hilke. Hilke said
she thinks this game could have a positive affect on her young team, which
features eight freshmen.
"I ' m hoping it will pump the kids up
to see these older players play," Hilke
said. " Plu s it 's a good diversion
because there is a lot or pressure on the
game (with Western lllinois)."
p ay the w o e
mmutes.
HiJke said.
In the first meeting be1ween the two
teams. Eastern had three players score in
double figures. The Lad) Panthers were led

by Brown 's 19 points and IO
Also contributing was sophom
N icky Polka, who scored 13 po
freshman Tourrie Frazier. who
Frazier is questionable for Sa
after spraining her knee in a game
Cleveland State last Thursday.
Eastern will try to contain Wes
Haskett and Vicki Adelman. Has
Mid-Continent's leading fres
and is sixth in the league with a IS
per game average. Adleman is ei
league averaging 15.1 points per
Amy Young is second in the Mi
assists. averaging 6.2 per game.
The Lady Panthers are coming
103-57 thrashing at the hands of
Illinois on Wednesday night. The
ranked Lady Hu skies dealt road·
Eastern its seventh straight loss.
Panthers have played six of their I
games on 1he road.
"It was not a sterling effort
Nonhem,'' Hilke said. "We've been.
road for a long time and that strain
ing 10 catch up to us. It\ nice for
home.··
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o help in the celebration of Black culture as part of Black History Month,
the nationally recognized University of Illinois Black Chorus will perform
a variety of music in the Dvorak Concert Hall Friday, Feb. 19 at 7 :30

p .m.
Titles, however, can be deceiving. Although the official title of the chorus,
which is co-sponsored by the University of Illinois School of Music-Choral Division and the African-American Cultural Program, is the University of Illinois
Black Chorus, there are several white and hispanic
• Continued on page 4
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By Paul Wiemerslage
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Steve (Verge editor}.I
would like to thank int ·
associate editors Mitch
McGlaughlin, Rich Bird
Jason Winders for aid a
and beyond the call of
preparing this week's Vi
I would also like to
fellow Newsers Cassie ·
son, David Putney, Chris
Sundheim, Chris Seper,
Evette Pearson and Ron
ton for all their extra help
week.
Keith {Sports guy and
in columnist): You know,

Ice-T disses cops
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) Rapper Ice-T defended his
controversial song, "Cop
Killer" Tuesday, saying it
reflects his justifiable dislike of
police.
"I have grounds to be angry
at the cops,'' he told an audience at Harvard Law School.
"I didn't think it was a controversial record, because I
thought everyone hated the
police.
"Everybody I know hates
the police." Citing "creative
differences," Warner Bros.
Records released Ice-T from
his contract Jan. 27 after taking heat for the song "Cop
Killer." The company said it
wouldn't distribute the rapper's newest album, Home
Invasion . Police and politicians, including former Vice
President Dan Quayle, called
on Warner to pull "Cop
Killer'' because they said it
encouraged violence against
police.
The song, which sold

"""""'"

Tonight
SpankWagon
CD Release Party
with NILS &
Fossil Dogs

•

MIAMI (AP) - Former first
lady Barbara Bush was treated
at a hospital Tuesday for an
arm injury shortly after she
and former President Bush
returned from a Caribbean
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LOADED WEAPON I
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KEVIN WHITNEY
COSTNER HOUSTON

-----Plus-----

MEDIUM PIZZA
WITH 2 FREE PEPSI'S OR
ONE FREE TOPPING:

$4~~

•

EVERY DAY, JUST ASK

LARGE PIZZA

•

AFEW

GOOD MEN

HQMEWARD BOUND

niE INCREDIBLE JOURNEY ~
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FRI/SAT NITE 7:15 & 9:45
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:15 PM
SUN TO THRUS NJTE 7:15 ONLY

EVERYDAY in Febru

WITH 2 FREE PEPSI'S OR
ONE FREE TOPPING:

A ROB REINER FILM
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Bands, a play,
'toons, Miss Bia
EIU and the Bia
Crowes!!!
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Spring Training starts in a
tie more than a week and
you Cards and Cubs fans
there, why don't you get
the "Cubs suck, Cards ·
boat and join your brother
whether he wears blue or
or even both, and give
hug.
My gracious readers ~I
haven't lost you, yet, I
this isn't a sports column,
do have to get one thing
my very unhairy chest and
that is I love to hate the
Just a final thought, have
ever thought how rich Pete
Rose would have actually
ten if he would have
the baby bears of Chi
Would he have tried to
win? Will the baby bears
win? Who cares.?

No Double Toppings

•

THE TEMP
ALL
SEATS

Soap star accosted
by canine creep

cruise, a family spokesman
said.
Mrs. Bush was released
from Jackson Memorial HosHOLLYWOOD, Fla. (AP) pital a few hours after her
Julia Benjamin-Foster, who
arrival, said Bush spokesman
has appeared in several soap
Andrew Maner. She appeared operas and was a child actress
in good spirits as she left the
in the 1960s "Hazel" TV
hospital, her left forearm covseries, was mauled by a dog
ered by a 4-inch bandage.
while sunning herself in her
"She's in perfect health,"
yard.
Maner said. "She had hurt the
The 35-year-old actress
arm while they were still in the underwent three hours of
White House. The wound
surgery and needed 400
reopened." He didn't say how stitches to repair the damage,
Mrs. Bush was hurt.
her husband, Peter Foster,
The Bushes arrived in
said Monday.
Miami on Tuesday afternoon
The actress was alone in
on a flight from St. Maarten
her yard Sunday when a
after a four-day cruise to Puer- neighbor's 130-pound Akita
to Rico and the Virgin Islands. jumped on her, biting her arm
Maner said the couple
and left breast.
stopped in Miami to visit their
"It took four guys to get the
son Jeb and his wife and childog off my wife," Foster said.
dren.
Benjamin-Foster played
They planned to play golf
Susie Baxter in "Hazel" for
Wednesday before traveling to the 1965-66 season, and
Jacksonville, where they are to later worked in "The Rockford
stay at a private residence
Files," "The Young and the
before heading home to Hous- Restless" and "General Hoston, Maner said.
pital."

TIMt Tl '. (;\l[)t.

promoted~ 1

Will ROGERS
[!!!

Barb breaks bone

Don'tget
mad. Get

Tomorrow See
Dazzling Killman
with Mother

$1 SO

200, 000 copies in its first two
months, contained the line
'Tm 'bout to dust some cops
off .... Die, die, die, pig, die."
More than 1,000 music stores
removed the album, although
Warner defended Ice-T's right
to record the song until he
finally announced it would be
dropped from the album.
Although the issue was
originally framed as a debate
about free speech, Ice-T
rejected First Amendment
arguments, saying "I do not
need a law to tell me I can say
something." "The Constitution is a figment of your imagination held up to make people
believe they have rights. I
don't believe anybody in this
country has rights," he said.

FRI/SAT NITE 5:00, 7:00 & 11'.00
SAT/SUN MATINEE 1:00 &3:00
SUN TO THRUS HITE 5:00 & 7:00
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EVERY DAY, JUST ASK

348..-1626 Charleston
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jewelry
and

Bahas

Located It 4th & Lincoln
~

fro m Hardee'•)

Special orders welcome!

ness" to "don't make any plans"
will come as no surprise.
Leary's diatribes against just
about everything will make listener's laugh, sometimes to the
point of crying, but there is a
darker side to his venomous
attacks.
The shivers in the audience
can be heard when he makes a
reference to the untimely demise
of puppeteer Jim Henson, but
this is just one of the most noticeable moments.
"No Cure for Cancer" is not
just an album put out by a maniac with a severe addiction to

t

nicotine and a checkered past
when it comes to drugs; it is a
claxon for today's youth.
Leary speaks about cigarette
companies putting heroin in the
filters of cigarettes and the appeal
of war to man as a form of entertainment.
Social commentary seems to
have gone the way of the
dinosaurs since the death of
Lenny Bruce, perhaps because of
the stigma of required thought
that hangs over, but perhaps this
album might change that curse.
Two words: REAll.Y LISTEN.

Over 600 used CD's to choose from!

•
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'Darkness' might be better

tacit rule in reviewing

only the best films
loving reviews. So
to "Army of Dark. is called for: Stun! Amazingly bad!
awful! Just downright

thrown into a watery pit with
slimy creatures that have supernatural strength. But when someone tosses him his chainsaw
(which has magically traveled
through time with him). he's able
to save himself and chop up the
competition.
In quick succession, we see flying witches, men being carved to
death, stabbings, people being
burned to death. others being
pumped with bullets, and on and
on. There's enough gratuitous
violence in the fust five minutes
to satisfy MY blood-lusting, sadistic teen-ager. Everything after
that simply turns the stomach.
There's also pages of awardlosing dialogue, like the witch
screeching, "You shall die!" Or
Ash's come-on to the fair maid-

A

FEATURING:

OF llllNOIS GOSPEL CHOIR
in Concert at:
1:31 PM in Dvorak Conceit HaD
Students ...•..................$2
General Pubic ............$5

Tichta Ill the AaMmbly Hall Box Ofllce /Mon.-Ftl. fl &m. ID 5 p.m. • sa •
S..... Hoon ID 5 p.m.J The Mllnl Union, T'lc:MlmMW ~Re..,.,.,,..
(217) 351·2tl2fl) Otl Chllrge: (217} ~- Add $1 ; .
ticket con-

or..,

=:~ '11
f$18,,,n!il 1m11

Cultural 'Diversity Committee proua[y presents tlie secmuf
lecture of tlie One 9{,ation: Many 'Voices 1992·.1 993 series:

, February 19, 1993
1- 9:30 p.m.

-..African Art Exhibit.. ..
-Slack Woman Exhibit.... .
tierta Bell Doll Collection.....

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 21 7:30 PM

'Ifie

TASTE
OF
CK CULTURE

of Dvorak Concert Hall
(f'llle Arts Building}

en, "Give me some sugar, baby."
Or an angry skeleton croaking,
"I've got a bone to pick with
you." Or another witch-like
woman saying, "I may be bad,
but I feel good." Of course,
there's an army of gooey, drippyfaced corpses (what a waste of
latex!) and the requisite marching
skeletons that move herky-jerky
across the screen.
Perhaps the only bright spots
are a couple of dazzling moments
when some of those computergenerated special effects pay off.
But in the end, this film
doesn't even deliver comic-book
camp, which could have been
the only redeeming part of it. So
if someone wants to draft you
into seeing "Army of Darkness,"
flee to Canada.

Mr. Randall Robinson
Mon. 1-7 pm
Tues.&
Wed. 11 -5 pm
*Grandballroom
in the Union
Thurs. 2-8 pm
Fri.
11-3 pm
*Basement of
Lawson Hall
Goal: 1300 pints

Executive Director
of Trans-Africa Forum

Wednesday,
February 24, 1993
TARBLE ARTS CENTER

7:30 pm

Senior Citizens. ...••.•.....$3

Free and open to the public - a reception will follow the lecture
AY, FEBRUARY 1
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this weekend at
church where Martin Luthur King Jr.
setVed as a pastor.
vocalists in the group.
Besides its solo appearances, the choDespite the name or diversity of memrus
has also sung with such prominent
bership in the group, the chorus has many
black
gospel artists as Shirley Caesar, the
faculty members of Eastern's Fine Arts
department excited about the group's first late James Cleveland, Bobby Jones, Ethel
Caffie-Austin and Vanessa Bell Armperformance on Eastern' s campus.
strong.
"This is definitely a first-rate choral
The Black Chorus has also shared the
group," said Dan Crews, director of pubstage
with the Hawkins, Take Six, the
licity for the Fine Arts Center. "They have
Soul Children of Chicago and has toured
performed at various places all over the
extensively in Illinois and visited Purdue
United States. We are very fortunate and
University in Indiana, Clarion College in
excited they will be performing here."
Pennsylvania
and Clark College in Iowa.
Herman Taylor, chairman of the EastBesides
conducting
and traveling with
ern Music Department echoed Crews'
the
Black
Chorus,
Davis
is also a mother
sentiments.
of
four
and
a
professional
musician. Her
"The University of Illinois choral group
is superb," Taylor said. "The program will music career as a lyric soprano has earned
her such honors as performing at
prove to be a wonderful and entertaining
Carnegie
Hall and the Illinois Opera Thetreat for the entire audience."
ater
and
traveling
to Pakistan.
The chorus was founded 25 years ago
The
performance
planned for Friday
by four students. The following year the
night
is
expected
to
consist
of various
chorus come under the supervision of the
musical styles popularized by AfricanUniversity of Illinois and the AfricanAmericans. Some of these will include
American Cultural Program, where it has
Negro spiritual, traditional and contemporemained ever since. The Black Chorus
rary
gospel, jazz and rhythm and blues.
exists as an organization committed to the
As
far as Davis is concerned, being the
excellent performance of the music of
conductor
of the University of Illinois
African-Americans.
Black
Chorus
is a "very rewarding experiSince its beginning, the chorus group
has seen some ups and downs. Its number ence," adding that "it is very challenging."
"We have a highly talented group of
of members have ranged from more than
in the Black Chorus, most of
musicians
200 members to under 80 in past years,
which
are
first
and second year members "
although its present membership stands at
Davis
said.
"They
have a wealth of experl100 vocalists.
ence
which
they
bring
from various church
The chorus is currently conducted by
Ollie Watts Davis. Davis, an assistant pro- choirs."
Davis added the fact that besides stufessor of music on the voice faculty at the
dents,
there are some Black Chorus alumUniversity of Illinois, has conducted the
ni
who
still perform.
Black Chorus since 1981.
"When
ever we perform, it is in celeSince Davis became the chorus' conbration
of
the
black history and culture "
duct'?r, the group has received a number
Davis concluded.
'
~ of awards and. hOnors including such highTickets
for
the
concert
are
$2
for
stulights as a pefformance with the "Chamdents with an ID, $3 for senior citizens
paign-Urbana symphony and making an
appearance as a special guest choir at the and $5 for the general public.
Ebenezer Baptist Chruch of Atlanta - the
., Continued from page 1

Jerry's Pizza & Pub

RESERVE

Mother's.
Friday: $1 25 bottles (MGD,MGD
plus Food and Shooter Spec
Saturday: QB's
$1 50 Pitchers
$1 Bar Drinks
$1 Bottles

R ide t h e Gus Bus to Mom's

BREAKFAST
7 Days A Week
Complete Breakfast
Menu!
inc luding:
·Pancakes
• Omlettes
• Huevos Rancheros
·much more l
7th and Madison 345-7427

OFFICERS '

TRAINING

WHY
PLAY=~~

GAMES?
Call Jerry's for a
Great Hot Pizza
Delivered to Your House
or Room
2

La$1gl6g~O"Ozzas

Large Single
Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke

'--'--...L...--

Small Single
Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke

$7.95

$5.95

Exp. 2-26-93

Exp. 2-26-93

Large Two
Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke

Small Two
Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke

$9.25

$6.95

Exp. ?.·26·93

Exp. 2-26-93
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SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
Ifyoudidn'tsignup forROTCasafresh·
man or sop~omore, you can soil catch

~~~/R~ifca~~~sJI~Jittending

paid SIX·week s
enge, a
leadership tra ummer course m
ming.

A

•

By the 11me you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
"'
an Army offjcer. You'll also have
the self.confidence and discipline
It takes to succeed in college
and beyond.

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMIBTDTCOll mE

COIJRSE10U CD DIE.
cwrorc1 A. lleumua, captain, u.s. Army
Eutem. IWDoia Unnentw. r217l-581-5944 Call Collect

FRID

, FEBRUARY 1

leston band to headline the
dfather of all CD release parties
SCHOUTEN
Charleston-based band
on will return to
& Co. this Friday at

s...~•'N•~

4 Weeks till Spring Break
open 7 days week

.m.
band, which labels its
alternative rock. will
· g its first CD called
this weekend and is
performance Friday as
of ·co release party."
agon has been
for about three years
been recently playing
the midwest. In addiCharleston, the band
playing in Chicago,
, Bloomington, Ill.,
Haute, Ind., Des
, Springfield, Ill., and
Ill.
the chain of midwestormances. the band
doing gigs with bands
The Blue Meanies, Hot
Gun, Mother, Love Cup
tboy. The Wagon has
ed for such national
The Poster Children,
jits and Body Count.
ie Johnson, the drumthe group, commented
ing for Body Count
ly a gas." Johnson
"was cool because the
Is about ten feet away
the stage."
ou can't see anybody
of the lights, so in
, you are playing to
of three bouncers
• Johnson said, adding
of the people he has
, including Ice-T, have
"very cordial." He said
re seems to be a "musicourtesy" that everyone

820 Lincoln

,---- <VN~
I
I
I
I
L

I

addition to Johnson on
, the band includes
Farret on bass and lead
and Tommie Rue on
and back-up vocals.
n commented that the
formed "by accident."
m1111t1ncrin said he and Rue
playing together and they
up with two other

348-5812

---,

430 West Uncoln-Charleston.IL-61920

"Buy any 6 11 Sub Sandwich at regular
price a
"""
E FREE!"
of equal value or less.*

___________
w/ purchase of any size drink
"Not valid with any other discount offer.
Valid with this coupon only. One coupon per customer.

Expires February 25,1993.

I
I
I
_.I

offer good at 4330 W. Lincoln, Charleston

and

I

I~
r:>Rl!SE.NTS

Spankwagon bassist Ronnie Johnson's grandfather.
musicians. After those two
quit, Farret was added.
Although the band has been
together for three years,
Stench is their first CD. The
group started planning the CD
last May.
When asked why the release
took so long, Johnson replied,
"When somebody gives you
the money to do a CD. you
don't just go out and do it. It
takes a lot of preparation."
As far as the band's goals
go, Johnson said that it
depends on how the CD does.
He said the group just wants to
have a good time - they do
not like dealing with all of the
politics that goes along with
the music industry. "We are
shootin • to make a living at it.
That's what our dream is,"
Johnson said.
Owners of Stench may
notice an old picture of a man
seated, holding a banjo on the

inside of the CD cover. When
asked Johnson about this picture, he replied, "That's my
Grandpa." He said that he
never met his Grandpa, but he
has heard many stories about
him, including the fact that he
ran away from home at the
age of twelve.
Johnson said that he ran
into an old couple in
Charleston who knew his
Grandfather. and asked them
what he did. After some
thought, the woman replied,
"Well, he was really good at
driving your grandma to
work." Johnson said that he
"completely lost it at that
point.''
In a press release from the
band, Stephen Swords, an
English professor at Eastern,
commented on the Wagon,
saying, ..You listen and you
don't forget."

Thursd!'>:Efebrua,!l 25th

LIVJ BlUE:S'' ::·.,·./··

From the We.st Side of Chicago

r ---------- ,
(MEDIUM (14"))

1~

EXPRESS

EYECARE

345-2527

235-1100

(Next to Wal-Mart}

(Cross County Mall)

528 West Lincoln

700 Broadway East
MATTOON

CHARLESTON
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SAUSAGE & CHEESE

PIZZA•••TO GO!
Now at Monical's, get a Med. (14")

Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza...

Plus Tax

$7.45 with a Large (1&•) Pizza
Good 7 Daya/Week with
C8ny-0Ut/Dellvery thru 3/14/93.

Additional toppings @
regular charge.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

__________
_..
L
Charleston

909 18th Street • 348-7515

Present this CouPOO when picking up order.
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Here comes Oscar, and he's not big budg
Academy Award nomin
echo recent resurgence
independentfi.lmma

List of nominees for 6Sth
annual Academy Awards
By The Associated Press
Nominees for the 65th annual
Academy Awards:
1. PICTURE: ··The Crying
Game," "A Few Good Men,"
"Howard's End," "Scent of a
Woman," "Unforgiven."
2. ACTOR: Robert Downey
Jr., "Chaplin"; Clint Eastwood,
"Unforgiven"; Al Pacino.
"Scent of a Woman"; Stephen
Rea, "The Crying Game";
Denzel Washington, "Malcolm

x...

3. ACTRESS: Catherine
Deneuve, ·1ndochine"; Mary
McDonnell, "Passion Fish";
Michelle Pfeiffer, "Love Field";
Susan Sarandon, "Lorenzo's
Oil"; Emma Thompson,
"Howard's End ··
4. SUPPORTING ACTOR:
Jaye Davidson. "The Crying
Game"; Gene Hackman.
"Unforgiven"; Jack Nicholson,
"A Few Good Men"; Al Pacino. "Glengarry Glen Ross";
David Paymer. "Mr. Saturday
Night."
5. SUPPORTING ACTRESS:
J udy Davis, "Husbands and
Wives"; Joan Plowright,
"Enchanted April": Vanessa
Redgrave, "Howard's End";
Miranda Richardson, "Damage"; Marisa Tomei, "My
Cousin Vinny."
6. DIRECTOR: Neil Jordan,
"The Crying Game·': James
Ivory, "Howard's End"; Robert
Altman, 'The Player"; Martin
Brest. "Scent of a Woman";
Clint Eastwood, "Unforgiven."
7. ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY:
Neil Jordan. "The Crying
Game .. ; Woody Allen. "Husbands and Wives"; George
Miller and Nick Enright,
"Lorenzo's Oil"; John Sayl~s.
"Passion Fish"; David Webb
Peoples. "Unforgiven."
8. ADAPTED SCREENPLAY:
Peter Barnes. "Enchanted
April"; Ruth Prawer Jhabvala,
"Howard's End"; Michael
Tolkin, ·The Player"; Richard
Friedenberg. "A River Runs
Through It"; Bo Goldman.
"Scent of a Woman."
9. FOREIGN FILM: "Close to
Eden, · Russia; "Daens," Belgium; "lndochine,'' France; "A
Place in the World," Uruguay;
"Schtonk," Germany.
10. ART DIRECTION: "Bram
Stoker's Dracula," "Chaplin,"
"Howard's End," "Toys,"
"Unforgiven."

11. CINEMATOGRAPHY:
"Hoffa," "Howard's End,"
"The Lover." "A River Runs
Through It," "Unforgiven."
12. COSTUME DESIGN:
"Bram Stoker's Dracula,"
''Enchanted April," "Howard's
End," "Malcolm X," "Toys."
13. DOCUMENTARY FEATURE: "Changing Our Minds:
The Story of Dr Evelyn Hooker," "Fires of Kuwait," "Liberators: Fighting on Two Fronts in
World War II." "Music for the
Movies: Bernard Hermann,"
"The Panama Deception."
14. DOCUMENTARY SHORT
SUBJECT: "At the Edge of
Conquest: The Journey of
Chief Wai-Wai," "Beyond
Imagining: Margaret Anderson
and the 'Little Review,'" "The
Colours of My Father: A Portrait of Sam Borenstein," "Educating Peter," "When Abortion
was Illegal: Untold Stories."
15. FILM EDITING: "Basic
Instinct, ' "The Crying Game,"
"A Few Good Men," "The
Player," "Unforgiven."
16. MAKEUP: "Batman
Returns," ··Bram Stoker's
Dracula," "Hoffa "
17. MUSIC ORIGINAL
SCORE: Alan Menken.
"Aladdin": Jerry Goldsmith.
"Basic Instinct"; John Barry,
"Chaplin"; Richard Robbins.
"Howard's End"; Mark Isham.
"A River Runs Through It. ..
18. MUSIC ORIGINAL SONG:
"Beautiful Maria of My Soul"
from "The Mambo Kings";
"Friend Like Me" from
"Aladdin"; "I Have Nothing"
from "The Bodyguard", "Run
to You" from "The Bodyguard"; "Whole New World"
from "Aladdin."
19. ANIMATED SHORT FILM:
.. Adam," "Mona Lisa,"
"Descending a Staircase,"
"Reci, Reci, Reci ... (Words.
Words, Words ...)." "The Sandman." ~Screen Play
20. LIVE ACTION SHORT
FILM: "Contact,'' "Cruise Control." "The Lady in Waiting,"
"Omnibus," "Swan Song.·•
21. SOUND: "Aladdin," "A
Few Good Men," .. The Last of
the Mohicans," "Under Siege,"
Unforgiven."
22. SOUND EFFECTS EDITING: "Aladdin." "Bram Stoker"s Dracula," "Under Siege."
23. VISUAL EFFECTS: ··Afien
3," "Batman Returns," "Death
Becomes Her."

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP)

- The Hollywood studios have
spent thousands promoting the
Oscar chances of snazzy star
vehicles, but Wednesday's Academy Award nominations were
expected to be dominated by
small, independent films.
The odds were good that two
modestly budgeted movies made
outside the studio system "Howard's End" and "The Crying Game" -would be nominated for best picture. The independent film ..The Player" also had a
shot at a best picture nomination.
In the best actress category.
the independently produced
"Enchanted April" and "Passion
Fish" had strong chances,
respectively, for Miranda
Richardson and Mary McDonnell. ..A River Runs Through It,"
a film the studios declined to
finance, had an outside chance
in several categories.
The studio films expected to
emerge with the most nominations were "Unforgiven," "A
Few Good Men." "Aladdin,"
"Scent of a Woman" and "Malcolm X."
In last year's 15 nominations
for best picture, actor and
actress, only one pick - Laura
Dem in "Rambling Rose" came from an independent film.
But in nominations made earlier this year, independents have
done very well. The Directors
Guild of America recognized
three independent directors, and
of 10 Writers Guild of America
nominees, six penned scripts for
independent productions.
The best picture Oscar race
was seen as particularly close this
year, and the only consensus is
that "Howard's End'' and
"Unforgiven" would be among
the selections.
··1n the 1960s and 70s, the
studios were much more involved
in making independent, provocative films like ''F.asy Rider," said
Dawn Hudson. executive director
of the Independent Feature Project-West. "Then we went into a
paint-by-the-numbers cycle, films
without heart or a specific point

pers.
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THE
BANDS
Alternative DJ Kevin
Kramer
Begins at 9:30 p.m.
Friday. $2 cover at Roe's.

Shadoobee
Begins at 10 p.m. Saturday at Roe's.

Epperson, Wescott &
Davis

~B4cA(( •••

Viv1w

Saturday evening at
Marty's.

~i".....1/1
.

b.4~ :I

~RI

'Al.··

Mistress
Begins at 8 p.m. Friday. $1 cover with coupon
at Ted's Warehouse.

\

Katz Kat
Begins at 8 p.m. Saturday. $1 cover with coupon
at Ted's Warehouse.
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The Urge and Uve
Blues
Wednesday evening at
Stu's.
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Spankwagon with NIL 8
and Fossil Dogs
Friday evening at
Friends & Co. -The Dungeon.

Dazzling Killmen and
Mother
Saturday evening at
Friends & Co. - The Dungeon.
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Black Crowes
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Sunday evening at the
University of Illinois
Assembly Hall. Tickets
available through the
Assembly Hall Box Office.
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Congratulations To The Men
~ :>f Pi Kappa Alpha Who Achieved
Academic Success

4.0

3.0 - 3.49
Matt Roberts
Bill Alexander Jeff Brandt
Tom Bukowski Brad Rozboril
Fred Taylor
Dylan Franken Eric Whittington
Dave Godsell James Willoughby .
3.5 - 3.99
Dane Mall
John Foster
Chris Morici
Steve Glazer
Kevin St. Angel
Jeff Hart
Erol Weber
Wayne Murphy Lance Williams
Trent Norton
Kelly Willis
Dan Walker
Dennis Alexander
Jason Haier

CALENDAR OF CAMPUS EVENTS
Tarble Arts Center

General Campus

• Continuing through Feb. 28, Material Vision:
Image and Object in the Main Galleries of the
Tarble Arts Center.
•Continuing through Sunday, Lamerol Gatewood: A World of Shapes in Dreams in the
Brainard Gallery of the Tarble Arts Center.
• 7 p.m. Thursday, Henry Louis Gates will
lecture about multiculturalism, African-American identity and African-American literature.
• 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, Randall Robinson ,
executive director of Trans-Africa Forum, will
present the second lecture of the •one
Nation: Many Voices• series.

• 1-9:30 p.m. Friday, A Taste of Black Culture
in the lobby of the Dvorak Concert Hall.
• 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday and 2 p.m. Sunday, "The Boys in the Band" on the Mainstage of the Doudna Fine Arts Center. Admission is $3 tor students, $5 tor senior citizens
and $6 for adults.
• 1-7 p.m. Monday and 11 a.m. to 5 p.m .
Tuesday and Wednesday In the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union and 2-8 p.m. Thursday and 11 a. m. to
3 p.m. Friday in the Basement of Lawson
Hall, •puttin' on the Ritz" blood drive.
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DOUBLE-DRIVE

In Appreciation of your Patronage
Come Join Us At McHugh's for our

1 Year Anniversary
Our Anniversary Specials:
FRIDAY
1/ 4 lb. Cheeseburger, Fully Dres
Lg. Fry $1.49

----------------

Steve Lysaker, editor; Mitch McGlaughlin, Brian Huchel, Kevin Schouten , the Associated Press, writers; Rich Bird, Dylan Ethan Collins, Paul Wiemerslage, Anngenette
McDaniel, artists; Cassie Simpson , Andrew Vercouteren, David Putney, editing.

And big Verge hugs and kisses to Cassie "I Wan na be Ou tta Here in Fiue Minutes" Simpson, Mitch "Staff Messiah" McGlaughlin and Rich "Couer. .. ? What
Couer?' Bird fo r working into the wee hours of the morn ing.

~

SAT.&. SUN.
Any Large Sandwich & Lg. Fry
(except doubles) $1.49

YOU'R£ALWAY5 WELCOMEATMHU

SUMMER SCHOOL
Suburban Chicago's University
Over 50 courses offered in the day and evening, mrting June 14

. one, ~o, and
- Converuent

~URORA
NlVER5l1Y

five week sessions
_
- Speed your progress with

Aurora. Illinois 60506-4892

junior/senior and grad courses
- Easy mail/credit card registration
- Free transferability packet available for each course

Call NOW 708-844-5427 for schedules & infonnation.
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Hours9a.m.- 11 p.m.
Dollvary w.ekdays 11 .a.m. - 2 p.mJ4 p.m. • 11 p.m.

Weekends: Thursday, Fnday, Saturday, 11 am. - 2 a.m.

All the stuff you can eat at Joey's Place

~~ca~~b~'.~~~.~.~~.~ ~9 g!~o~~.~~~~.'.~~~:9

i
i

f

Double Dog...................2.39
Cheese Dog.................. 2.09
Chih Dog........................ 2.09
Cheese & Chili Dog.......2.39
Corn Dog ....................... 1.29
All Dogs include Fries

Nine Inch Sandwiches
Italian Beef..................3.09
ltaltan Sausage.............2.49
Combo Beef &Sausage... 3.59
Meatball...................... 2.69
Polish Sausage ...........2.89
Philly Cheese Steak....3.59
• Peppers-Cheese-Red Sauce

Onn~.~~~~·-··

20 oz.
....79c
Iced Tea-Coke-Diet Coke-Spnte

f

Hamburger.......... 179
Cheeseburger.. .... 1.99
Double Burger......2.79
Chicken Breast... .. 2.49

Freshly Baked
Buns & Bread
Side Orders

Cheese Fnes........ 1.25
Mozzarella Sticks...2.75
Onion Rings........ 1.49
Brownies.............. 79e
Cinnamon Rolls... 1.09
8 oz Coffee...............60c

WEDELIVER
University Village, Charleston,

345-2466

f
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enJOY the cOfM!tlience of having the Chicago Tnbt.ne
delivered to your residence hall or apc!ltrnent

Transmitted via satellite to pnnt1ng srtes ttvoughout the
Mi~t, the Chicago Tribune grves you complete
coverage of late-breaking news and futures

> Get spectacular full-color coverage of the NCM,
Bulls, Cubs, White Sox and more!

> EnJOY comics, fe,,ture:s, l'nO\lie and music reviews.
>

Pulitzer Prize-winning columnists.

Take advllnt:age of this special offer and .... 41"
eff the regular newsstand pnce! Get MaldlrySatl6day dehvesy for Just Sl.65 per 'Neek or daily
end SlJ'lday for only S2 SO per week. The Chicago
Tnbt.ne •.you CNI Stt the whole 'NOl1d from here.

Yal I want to subscribe to the Chicago Tribune!
Order TW>tPrtcc per Weck
0 Datly and Slllday
a Daily on1y

$2.50

0 Sllldayonly

$l 00

n65

in

• of Wtctcs
x
x
x

0 IHI IM
0 '~ cncloMd (check or money order)

YOAll Price

Miii to: Chlago Tribune
435 H. Mldllgan Ave.
Room 504
OllQgo, 1160611 -9915
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